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Abstract
The demand for employees with a college degree is steadily on the rise in a plethora of
competitive job markets throughout the United States. This increase in demand has aided in the
increasing college enrollment rates throughout the country. However, unlike enrollment trends,
the rate of college completion has not had the same fortunate rise.
The goal of this study is to research and compare differences among those first-time
college students who completed college within four years, six years, or did not complete. The
primary source for data in this study was the Office of Institutional Research at USM. Both
enrollment and collegiate data were considered for this study. Logistic regression analysis was
utilized in the programming software R to address the research objectives.
Although there have been several studies conducted on college matriculation rates, none
have been conducted at the University of Southern Mississippi focusing strictly on first-time
college students’ completion in a post-recession society. It would be of interest to the
university’s administration, as well as in general, to know more about how specific variables (i.e.
race, gender, residency, etc.) correlate with the various levels of success these students achieve.
Additionally, more focus is being placed on students completing college in four years rather than
the previous focus on graduation in six years. The results from this project can be utilized in
future academic planning and programming.
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LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF FIRST-TIME STUDENT COMPLETION RATES

A Logistic Regression Analysis of First-Time College
Students’ Completion Rates at
The University of Southern Mississippi
Introduction
Background
The demand for employees with a college degree is steadily on the rise in a plethora of
competitive job markets throughout the United States. This increase in demand has aided in the
increasing college enrollment rates throughout the country. However, unlike enrollment trends,
the rate of college completion has not had the same fortunate rise. According to Smith, Lange,
and Huston (2012), college completion rates have recently become a popular subject of interest,
particularly in the field of higher education. The mathematical processes behind studying college
matriculation are of particular interest to mathematicians and statisticians. Logistic regression
provides a useful method for modeling and technique for analyzing this type of data (Hosmer,
Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). The computer program R provides a convenient platform to
effectively and efficiently utilize logistic regression (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012).
For the purpose of this study, the researcher had originally chosen to investigate firstgeneration college students only. This group of students, along with all at-risk students, provide
unique insights as to which characteristics aid in student success (Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005).
Further, this study narrows the results to focus on first-time college students as this aids in
keeping the results from being tainted by multiple collegiate experiences (Ishitani, 2016). Lastly,
the researcher needed a reasonable time frame to pull the necessary data for research from the
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primary institution of study. Due to college completion rates’ decline after the economic
recession of 2008, the researcher found it most relevant to request data from the Fall 2009 cohort
(Bradley, 2015).
Problem Statement
Although there have been several studies conducted on college completion rates, none
have been conducted at the University of Southern Mississippi focusing strictly on first-time
college students in a post-recession society. Due to the large population of first-time college
students, it would be of interest to know more about how specific variables correlate with the
various levels of success these students achieve. Additionally, more focus is being placed on
students completing college in four years rather than the previous focus on graduation in six
years (Blanton, 2014). Studying the differences between the college students within the Fall
2009 cohort who graduate in four years, six years, or do not complete at all can have many
benefits to those who plan for the university’s future.
Research Questions
-

RQ1: What variables significantly correlate with first-time students’ graduation
within four years?
o Hypothesis: It is conjectured that high-income, white students with an above
average high school GPA and who continue with a high GPA in college will
be more likely to graduate within four years.

-

RQ2: What variables significantly correlate with first-time students’ graduation
within six years?
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o Hypothesis: It is conjectured that on-campus resident, male students with
average standardized test scores and average college GPA will be more likely
to graduate within six years.
-

RQ3: What variables significantly correlate with first-time students’ inability to
graduate?
o Hypothesis: It is conjectured that students who come from a low-income
household, are a part of an ethnic minority, have a poor high school GPA, and
do not reside on campus will be less likely to graduate.
Overview of Methodology

The goal of this study is to research and compare differences among those first-time
college students who completed college within four years, six years or did not complete. The
primary purpose for conducting this research is to determine how specific variables (i.e. race,
gender, residency, etc.) contribute to when a student from within this specific cohort will
graduate. The results from this project can be utilized in future academic planning and
programming. Logistic regression using R is used to address the research objectives. According
to Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant (2013), “Regression methods have become an integral
component of any data analysis concerned with describing the relationship between a response
variable and one or more explanatory variables” (p. 1).
For the purpose of this study, the explanatory, or independent, variables can be denoted
as enrollment and collegiate data. College completion will be considered the response, or
dependent, variable. This outcome variable is discrete, meaning that it can take on a finite
number of values (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). More precisely, in this study, the
dependent variable is categorical, having three levels: completion within 4 years, completion
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within 6 years, or did not complete. Another vital tool to this study is R. R is a software
environment for statistical computing and graphics (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). The developers
of R made it ‘open source’, which means that they allow anyone, anywhere to freely access their
code (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). Consequently, the capabilities of R are constantly expanding
as researchers from around the world contribute to it (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). For this
study, the researcher used a MacBook Air to conduct research and R, unlike several other
statistical software packages, is supported on this system (Starkweather, 2013).
Summary
In the following sections, relevant information is given on studies that have previously
been conducted on college matriculation. Several useful pieces of information were obtained
from these studies. The researcher noted which independent variables were used, what kind of
effects specific variables had for specific categories of students, and which analysis methods
were used to study the various aspects of matriculation. Additionally, a complete explanation for
how the study was conducted, as well as a detailed description of the processes involved in the
study, are stated. The basic concepts of logistic regression are covered and reviewed. An
explanation for what R is and how it is a useful and relevant tool for the project is provided. The
results of this project can aid higher education professionals in their pursuit to improve
completion rates. This study provides an in depth correlation analysis between independent
variables (“factors”) and dependent variables (“responses”) as given by the calculated logistic
regression using the mathematical computing software R.
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Literature Review
Enrollment Data
Throughout the review of similar projects in the field of data analysis on college
matriculation, the researcher noticed several recurring enrollment variables that are prevalent
throughout the majority of the studies. These variables can be categorized into two kinds of
factors: socio-demographic and performance. In addition to reviewing these factors, the
researcher has included a special review detailing specifics regarding first-time and firstgeneration college students since these were the intended focus of the project. According to Paul
Bradley (2015), research shows that the six-year completion rates for students who enrolled in
college after the 2008 economic recession declined in comparison to those who enrolled prior to
the recession. Since the results of this study should have applications for a post-economic
recession United States, the researcher requested data from the Fall of 2009 to the Spring of
2016.
Socio-Demographic Factors. The socio-demographic, or social and demographic, factors
below are aspects that apply to every student and can therefore be used to categorize students
into groups. These groups are an essential part of the research and aid in distinguishing how
certain traits correlate with completion rates. Race, ethnicity, and gender were used as factors in
several studies (Allen, 1992; Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005; Kovacic, 2010; Kuh, Cruce, Shoup,
Kinzie, & Gonyea, 2008; Ishitani, 2016; Titus, 2006). Age was another factor used (Kovacic,
2010; Murtaugh, Burns, & Schuster, 1999). One study used disability status (Kovacic, 2010).
Hoffman and Lowitzki (2005) did research that utilized religion as one of the components. They
also noted that not many studies have addressed the impact that religious differences have on
student success. This study will join the masses that do not include religion as a factor, as that
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variable is not available in the data set. Several studies noted the importance that socio-economic
status played into student success and completion (Geiser & Santelices, 2007; Hoffman &
Lowitzki, 2005; Ishitani, 2016; Titus, 2006). A higher socio-economic status correlates
positively with one’s ability to perform both socially and academically within a four-year
institution (Ishitani, 2016; Titus, 2006). In this study, socio-economic status will be represented
with students’ Federal Pell Grant eligibility status. Lastly, a student’s residency prior to attending
college, whether the student is attending school in or out of state or even out of the country, were
items used as factors in a study (Murtaugh, Burns, & Schuster, 1999).
Performance Factors. There are large numbers of studies and literature that indicate the
significance of pre-college performance, such as high school grade point average (GPA) and
scores on standardized tests like the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) and American College
Test (ACT), which are generally the strongest predictors of student success in college (Hoffman
& Lowitzki, 2005). There is some debate as to which of the two given factors are more
statistically significant in student completion rates. Several studies suggest that high school GPA
is a better predictor for college student success than standardized test scores (as cited in Hoffman
& Lowitzki, 2005). This may be due to the fact that standardized test scores are usually based on
only one or two test administrations, whereas high school GPA is created by repeated sampling
of student achievement over a period of time in a variety of academic settings (Geiser &
Santelices, 2007). For students who come from disadvantaged backgrounds, such as minorities
and first generation college students, standardized admissions tests tend to be even less
statistically relevant when predicting college completion (Geiser & Santelices, 2007). An
additional performance factor that was used in a study was high school class ranking (Ishitani,
2016). Although similar to high school GPA, high school class ranking has more to do with an
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individual’s performance in comparison to the rest of his or her peers instead of individual
success.
First-Time, First-Generation College Students
Because this study was intended to only include those students who are classified as a
first-time, first-generation college student, these terms should be formally defined. For the
purpose of this study, a first-time student is any student who enrolls directly after high school
into a four-year institution, eliminating any form of transfer student from being included.
Transfer students tend to face greater culture shock due to the lack of programs targeted towards
their transition from one institution to the next and therefore could cause the results to be skewed
(Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005). For the purpose of this study, a first-generation student would
have been any student who did not have either parent earn a bachelor’s degree or higher. This
definition differs from some definitions in other studies that would classify a student as firstgeneration only if neither parent had ever attended college (Ishitani, 2016). The population
studied in this project would have been narrowed to this group of students since they are
typically viewed as those who are less likely to complete their four-year programs on time or
complete them at all (Kovacic, 2010; Ishitani, 2016). The researcher agrees with the conclusion
in Ishitani (2016); it is “important for us to be aware of diverse precollege characteristics that
exist within . . . first-generation students.” However, the available data did not include an
identifier whether a student was a first-generation college student. Thus, first generation status
was not considered in this study.
Collegiate Data
Another commonality between studies was the use of collegiate variables that provide
information about students throughout the duration of their college experience. Similar to the
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enrollment data, the researcher categorized these variables into two factors: socio-demographic
and performance.
Socio-Demographic Factors. As students enter college, they choose or are assigned to
certain social and demographic categories. Sometimes their classifications within these
categories change, however, they will always be included in these categories. One such category
is their place of residence. Many researchers included whether a student lived on or off campus
in their studies, with most concluding that that living on campus had a positive correlation with
completion (Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005; Murtaugh, Burns, & Schuster, 1999; Titus, 2006). A
student’s major and classification were also taken into account (Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005;
Titus, 2006). The employment status of students was included in multiple projects (Hoffman &
Lowitzki, 2005; Titus, 2006; Kovacic, 2010). Lastly, several studies indicated that extracurricular involvement had an impact on completion. Students are more likely to stay and
perform well in school when they are actively involved in campus activities and have established
a sense of community within the institution (Murtaugh, Burns, & Schuster, 1999; Kuh et al.,
2008; Titus, 2006; Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005).
Performance Factors. Similar to pre-college enrollment data, there are collegiate
performance factors that need to be addressed as well. The main indicator of performance used
throughout the majority of studies was college GPA (Murtaugh, Burns, & Schuster, 1999; Kuh et
al., 2008; Titus, 2006; Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005; Geiser & Santelices, 2007). A student’s GPA
is a good indicator for how well they have and are currently performing, allowing researchers to
make an accurate prediction for their expected completion. Additionally, the number of years to
completion is the final indication of how well students performed. This outcome will be the
primary focus for the study.
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4-Year vs. 6-Year Completion
When attempting to define student success in terms of years to completion, a reoccurring
issue was the fact that different researchers used different definitions which also caused them to
use different sets of data in their studies. One of the projects employed a four-year graduation
rate which they deemed as the more appropriate measure on the grounds of policy making
(Geiser & Santelices, 2007). Still, other studies used a six-year graduation rate as their standard
(Kuh et al., 2008; Titus, 2006). This use of different standards is the reason for choosing to look
deeper into these two completion intervals and to analyze the characteristics of students who
graduate within them.
Models and Analyses
This section provides a review of common ways researchers have utilized various
variables.
Previous Models and Analysis Methods. Within the past several years, there has been a
surge of interest in data mining and predictive modeling methods in higher education (Smith,
Lange, & Huston, 2012). While compiling research, there were two models that were commonly
referenced when addressing college matriculation. The first was Tinto’s Student Integration
Model (Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda, 1993; Titus, 2006). The second was Bean’s Student
Attrition Model (Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda, 1993; Titus, 2006). Both models are considered
academically relevant and useful when modeling and discussing college matriculation. In fact,
one study even suggested that integrating these models into a singular construction would
provide the best display for how variables actually affect the outcome (Cabrera, Nora, &
Castaneda, 1993). The model the researcher constructed has the closest resemblance to this
synthesized model. Other models that were not as commonly used within the studies were event
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history modeling, the Berger-Milem College Impact Model, and the Priori Path Analysis Model
(Titus, 2006; Ishitani, 2016; Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005). These models were primarily
developed from theory and research literature, not from statistical patterns, and therefore will not
be of much use for the purpose of this project (Hoffman & Lowitzki, 2005).
Summary
To gain sufficient knowledge surrounding the thesis topic, an in depth study of relevant
research was conducted. One of the most integral parts to the projects completed within the
pieces of literature were the specific variables chosen to be used. The variables varied between
enrollment and collegiate data. The particular subject this project investigates requires a broader
knowledge of first-time college students. The outcome variable, completion, will be a threetiered result that indicates completing within four years, completing within six years, or not
completing at all. There are various analysis methods that have been utilized by researchers, the
most popular of them resulting from Tinto’s and Bean’s models. Logistic regression modeling in
R is the best and most efficient for the study.

Methodology
Participants
In this study, the researcher utilized previously gathered information from the Office of
Institutional Research (OIR). This data collection was vetted with the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) and approved for further use. The data collected from the Office of Institutional Research
spanned the time frame for the Fall semester of 2009 cohort for the same reasoning explained in
the literature review. Data was de-identified in the OIR request to protect student information per
the Family Education Rights and Protection Act.
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Instrumentation
The instrumentation for this study consists of logistic regression and the programming
software R. Insight into the specifics of both of these items are given below.
Logistic Regression Theory Overview
Logistic regression is the primary data analysis tool for the project. Several studies
concerning college matriculation utilize logistic regression (Kovacic, 2010; Geiser & Santelices,
2007; Bingham & Solverson, 2016). It is often used when analyzing retention rates based on
enrollment data, even outside of higher education (Bingham & Solverson, 2016). The logistic
distribution is extremely flexible compared to other forms of data analysis and is an easily used
model (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). Although logistic regression is very similar to
linear regression and has many of the same desirable properties, logistic regression provides an
opportunity to apply regression to categorical data, that is, data that has a discrete number of
outcomes.
The model for logistic regression is that, for every value x of the independent variable(s),
the output value Y=Y(x) is obtained by performing a Bernoulli trial with a certain success
probability π(x), where π(x) is given by
𝜋(𝑥) =

𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥
.
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥

The function above produces a sigmoidal curve whose center is an inflection point on the curve.
For 𝛽1 > 0, the probability π(x) will be near 0 for small x and near 1 for large x with a continuous
monotonic transition in between.
Visualizing Logistic Regression. One should be able to view all significant features of
the sigmoidal curve in a chosen interval. Calculus informs that, to find an inflection point, one
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must find the second derivative and set it equal to zero. However, the first derivative must
initially be taken:
𝛽1 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥
𝜋′(𝑥) =
.
(1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥 )2
Continuing to take the second derivative results in:
𝜋′′(𝑥) =

𝛽12 𝑒 2(𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥) − 𝛽12 𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥
.
(1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥 )3

By setting the second derivative equal to zero, the inflection point is at:
𝑥= −
𝛽

𝛽0
.
𝛽1

1

Note that 𝜋 (− 𝛽0 ) = 2, which indicates that the inflection point is the center of the sigmoidal
1

𝛽

1

curve. A quick computation shows that π is point symmetric about (− 𝛽0 , 2).
1

π (−𝑥 −

𝛽0
1
)− =
𝛽1
2
=

1
𝛽
−𝛽 −𝛽 (−𝑥− 0 )
𝛽1
𝑒 0 1

−
+1

1
2

1
1
−
𝑒𝛽1 𝑥 + 1 2

1 − 𝑒 𝛽1 𝑥
=
2(𝑒𝛽1 𝑥 + 1)
−π (𝑥 −

𝛽0
1
)+ =
𝛽1
2

−1
𝑒

𝛽
−𝛽0 −𝛽1 (𝑥− 0 )
𝛽1

=

−1
1
+
𝑒 −𝛽1 𝑥 + 1 2

=

−1
1
+
1
2
𝛽1 𝑥 + 1

𝑒
=

−𝑒 𝛽1𝑥
1
+
𝛽
𝑥
2
1+𝑒 1
12

+
+1

1
2
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1 − 𝑒 𝛽1 𝑥
=
2(𝑒𝛽1𝑥 + 1)
𝛽

1

Let (𝑎, 𝑏): = (− 𝛽0 , 2). Because π(−𝑥 + 𝑎) − 𝑏 = −π(𝑥 + 𝑎) + 𝑏, the function π is point
1

𝛽

1

symmetric about (𝑎, 𝑏) = (− 𝛽0 , 2).
1

After understanding the shape of the curve, the researcher wanted to test how many data
points were necessary to return a reasonable fit 𝜋𝑚 for an underlying model curve π in a
simulation. To have an experiment centered at 2 on a 4-point scale, 𝛽0 = -2 and 𝛽1= 1 were
chosen. For a first test, the researcher performed Bernoulli trials for the values x = 0, 0.1, 0.2 …
4, obtaining a sample of 41 values of 0 or 1. The researcher then performed a logistic regression
and plotted the model provided by the logistic regression in the same window (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The function π(x) with 𝛽0= -2 and 𝛽1 = 1 (black). The outcomes of 41 Bernoulli trials
with x=0, 0.1, 0.2… 4 and π(x) as the success probability (circles) and the model 𝜋𝑚 (𝑥)
obtained by logistic regression analysis (using the appropriate R function) of the 41 values from
the Bernoulli trials (red).
Figure 1 shows that even for the ideal data obtained in a simulation, the difference
between the model used to create the simulation data and the model recovered from the sample
simulation can be significant. The researcher then performed a second test, this time performing
Bernoulli trials for the values of x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 … 4, obtaining a sample of 81 values of 0
or 1. The researcher then performed a logistic regression and plotted the model provided by the
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logistic regression in the same window (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The function π(x) with 𝛽0= -2 and 𝛽1 = 1 (black). The outcomes of 81 Bernoulli trials
with x=0, 0.05, 0.1… 4 and π(x) as the success probability (circles) and the model 𝜋𝑚 (𝑥)
obtained by logistic regression analysis (using the appropriate R function) of the 81 values from
the Bernoulli trials (red).

Figure 2 shows that given enough data points, the model recovered from the sample
simulation will usually be more accurate. Repeating the experiment with 81 Bernoulli trials
showed that the difference between the basis for the simulation and the recovered model was
consistently not very large.
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Fitting a Logistic Model to Data. To discuss how a fitted logistic model is obtained, one
must first consider the inverse of the sigmoidal logistic function, also known as the logit
transformation. This transformation is defined, in terms of π(x), as:
𝜋(𝑥)
𝑔(𝑥) = ln [
]
1 − 𝜋(𝑥)
= 𝑙𝑛[𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥 ]
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥
This transformation is important because g(x) has many of the favored properties of a
linear regression model. To fit a logistic regression model to a set of data with the equation
above requires that one estimates the values of 𝛽0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽1 , the unknown parameters. The
maximum likelihood method provides an approach to estimation with the logistic regression
model (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). According to Hosmer, Lemeshow, and
Sturdivant:
In a general sense, the method of maximum likelihood yields values for the unknown
parameters that maximize the probability of obtaining the observed set of data. In order to
apply this method, we must first construct a function, called the likelihood function. This
function expresses the probability of the observed data as a function of the unknown
parameters. The maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters are the values that
maximize this function. Thus, the resulting estimators are those that agree most closely
with the observed data. (p. 8)
The likelihood function is most conveniently expressed as
𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )𝑦𝑖 [1 − 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )]1−𝑦𝑖
This form calls for the outcome Y to be coded as either yi=0 or yi=1, which is consistent with Y
being the outcome of a Bernoulli trial. When yi=1, the expression gives (for an arbitrary value of
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𝛽 = (𝛽0 , 𝛽1 ), the vector of parameters) the conditional probability π(xi) that Y is equal to 1 given
the independent variable x is equal to xi. Similarly, when yi=0, the resulting value 1 − π(xi) gives
the conditional probability that Y is equal to zero given x is equal to xi. This can also be
expressed by the following piecewise defined function
𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) = {

𝜋(𝑥𝑖 ),
1 − 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 ),

𝑦𝑖 = 1
𝑦𝑖 = 0

Because each observation is assumed to be independent of the others, the likelihood
function for a set of data points (xi, yi) is obtained as the product of the terms in the function
above:
𝑛

𝑙(𝛽) = ∏ 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )𝑦𝑖 [1 − 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )]1−𝑦𝑖
𝑖=1

Mathematically, it is easier to work with the logarithm of this equation, known as the loglikelihood:
𝑛

𝐿(𝛽) = ln[𝑙(𝛽)] = ∑{𝑦𝑖 ln[𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )] + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) ln[1 − 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )]}
𝑖=1

To compute the parameters 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 that maximize the likelihood, differentiate 𝐿(𝛽) with
respect to 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 . First, rewrite the equation to read
𝑛

𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
(1
)
𝐿(𝛽) = ∑ {𝑦𝑖 ln [
]
+
−
𝑦
ln
[1
−
]}.
𝑖
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1

Then use the equality
𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
1
ln [1 −
]
=
ln
[
]
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
to rewrite the expression as
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𝑛

𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
1
(1
)
𝐿(𝛽) = ∑ {𝑦𝑖 ln [
]
+
−
𝑦
ln
[
]}.
𝑖
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
1 + 𝑒 𝛽0+𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1

Expand the expression to get
𝑛

𝐿(𝛽) = ∑ {𝑦𝑖 ln[𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖 ] + 𝑦𝑖 ln [
𝑖=1

1
1
1
]
+
ln
[
]
−
𝑦
ln
[
]}
𝑖
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖
1 + 𝑒 𝛽0+𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
1 + 𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖

which simplifies to
𝑛

𝐿(𝛽) = ∑{𝑦𝑖 (𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑖 ) − ln(1 + 𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑥𝑖 )}.
𝑖=1

Differentiate 𝐿(𝛽) with respect to 𝛽0 to obtain
𝑛

𝑑𝐿
𝑒 𝛽0+𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
= ∑ {𝑦𝑖 −
}.
𝑑𝛽0
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1

Differentiate 𝐿(𝛽) with respect to 𝛽1 to obtain
𝑛

𝑑𝐿
𝑒 𝛽0+𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
= ∑ {𝑥𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 −
)} .
𝑑𝛽1
1 + 𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽1 𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1

By setting the resulting equations equal to zero, the likelihood equations can be expressed and
the value of 𝛽 that maximizes 𝐿(𝛽) can be obtained:
∑[𝑦𝑖 − 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )] = 0
and
∑ 𝑥𝑖 [𝑦𝑖 − 𝜋(𝑥𝑖 )] = 0
The methods for solving for the unknown parameters are iterative in nature and have already
been programmed in logistic regression software, such as the relevant R functions. The details
regarding these functions are left to readers with an interest in numerical optimization.
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Significance Testing. Once the coefficients are estimated, the researcher will then need
to assess the significance of the variables in the model. This involves formulating and testing the
researcher’s statistical hypothesis to deem whether the independent variables used in the model
are significantly related to the dependent variables (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013).
According to Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant (2013), the approach for evaluating the
significance of the coefficient of a variable in the model is based on the following question:
“Does the model that includes the variable in question tell us more about the outcome (or
response) variable than a model that does not include that variable?” (p. 11) To observe these
differences, the likelihood ratio is utilized—the ratio where the numerator is the likelihood of the
fitted model and the denominator is the likelihood of the saturated model (Hosmer, Lemeshow,
& Sturdivant, 2013). The saturated model is the “perfect model” that will always return the
correct answer.
𝑦

𝜋̂𝑖 𝑖 (1 − 𝜋̂𝑖 )1−𝑦𝑖
𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑦𝑖
𝑦𝑖 (1 − 𝑦𝑖 )1−𝑦𝑖
𝜋̂𝑖 𝑦𝑖 1 − 𝜋̂𝑖 1−𝑦𝑖
= ( ) (
)
𝑦𝑖
1 − 𝑦𝑖
Using this ratio, one can derive the following formula known as the likelihood ratio test.
𝑛

𝜋̂𝑖
1 − 𝜋̂𝑖
𝐷 = −2 ∑ [ 𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑛 ( ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) 𝑙𝑛 (
)]
𝑦𝑖
1 − 𝑦𝑖
𝑖=1

where 𝜋̂𝑖 = 𝜋̂(𝑥𝑖 ) is the probability from the logistic model based on the estimators, 𝛽̂0 and 𝛽̂1.
The statistic, D, in the equation is known as the deviance. In this equation, 𝑦𝑖 can assume one of
two values: 0 or 1. In the case that 𝑦𝑖 is zero, the left term has a denominator of zero and thus the
division by zero is ignored, and in the case that 𝑦𝑖 is 1, the right term has a denominator of zero
and thus the division by zero is ignored (this is because the limit of x*ln(1/x) as x approaches
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zero is 0). To assess the significance of an independent variable, the researcher compares the
value of D with and without the independent variable in the equation as follows:
G = D(model without the variable) – D(model with the variable)
where the statistic, G, represents the difference in D due to the independent variable being added
to the model. Because the likelihood of the saturated model is always common to both values of
D being differenced, G can be expressed as
(𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒)
𝐺 = −2𝑙𝑛 [
].
(𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒)
For this study, significance testing is left to subroutines coded within R.
Multiple Logistic Regression Model. Moving into the multivariate model is only a matter
of building on top of the concepts established for the univariate case. To begin, consider a
collection of p independent variables denoted by the vector x’ = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑝 ). The logit of the
multiple logistic regression model is given by the equation
𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑙𝑛 (

𝜋(𝑥)
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑥𝑝
1 − 𝜋(𝑥)

where,
𝑒 𝑔(𝑥)
𝜋(𝑥) =
.
1 + 𝑒 𝑔(𝑥)
Once again, the fit is obtained by maximizing the likelihood, which is done numerically.
Once a particular fit has been determined, the next step is to assess the significance of the
variables in the model. As in the single variable case, the likelihood ratio test for overall
significance of p coefficients for the independent variables is performed. This test is based on the
statistic G with the only difference being that the fitted values, 𝜋̂, under the model are based on
the fitted model containing p + 1 parameters, 𝛽̂ . The end goal is to obtain the best fitting model
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while simultaneously minimizing the number of parameters. In this effort, the next logical step
would be to fit a reduced model containing only those variables thought to be significant and
compare that reduced model to the full model containing all of the variables. To accomplish this,
the researcher will utilize two logistic regression methods: stepwise and all subsets. Stepwise
logistic regression eliminates one insignificant factor at a time, whereas all subsets logistic
regression selects the factor set based on which subset has the lowest Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) value. Further explanations of these regression methods are given later.
Interpreting Data in R. To understand the results that R returns, one must first
understand the terms that R uses. The term “model” is very ambiguous when discussing logistic
regression as there are several different types of models used. First is the saturated model, which
assumes each data point has its own parameter. Next is the null model, which assumes the exact
opposite, in that it assumes there is only one parameter for all of the data points. Lastly is the
proposed model which assumes one can explain the data points using p parameters plus an
intercept term, resulting in p + 1 parameters.
Now that the various models have been specified, the two types of deviances can be
discussed. The null deviance shows how well the response is predicted by the model with
nothing but an intercept and can be expressed as:
𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 2(𝐿𝐿(𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙) − 𝐿𝐿(𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)).
The residual deviance shows how well the response is predicted by the model when the
predictors are included and can be expressed as:
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 2(𝐿𝐿(𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙) − 𝐿𝐿(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)).
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If the null deviance is really small, it means that the null model explains the data pretty well.
Likewise, if the residual deviance is really small, it indicates that the proposed model explains
the data fairly well.
One of the last measures to reference is the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) number,
which is 2 times the number of parameters used minus 2 times the log-likelihood of the model.
This number is an estimator of the relative quality of statistical models for a given set of data,
which balances the number of parameters versus the likelihood of the model. The smaller the
AIC, the better, as this ensures that the model fits well and does not over-parameterize the given
set of data. In the end, you want to model the phenomena, not the data.
R and Logistic Regression. R is the programming environment in which the majority of
the studies’ computations and data analysis is carried out. Essentially, R exists as a base package
with several available functions (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). Logistic regression is one such
function that this software is capable of performing. The first thing the researcher must do to
carry out logistic regression is ensuring that the data is prepared properly as for normal
regression, with each column representing a different variable (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012).
Once the data has been imported, the researcher categorizes each of the variables so that they
have numerical values (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). The data is then ready to be used.

Analysis
Data Request. To perform the study, the researcher first had to determine which factors
were available for use. To that extent, a list containing factors of interest was compiled and
submitted in a request to the Office of Institutional Research (OIR) at the University of Southern
Mississippi (USM). The OIR then replied with the available factors and supplied the researcher
with the necessary data to continue moving forward with the project.
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The data supplied consists of the following factors: academic college, gender, race, state
residency status, high school GPA, age entering the first term, national residency status, firstterm load status, first term GPA, Pell Grant eligibility status, Greek life status, Honors College or
Luckyday status, composite ACT score, mathematics ACT score, English ACT score, reading
ACT score, science ACT score, last-term cumulative GPA, last-term load status, last term of
enrollment, and completion (see appendices I & II for the values of the variables and specific
encodings).
Data Restriction. As was stated previously, data for this project was requested from the
Office of Institutional Research at the University of Southern Mississippi. Initially, the
researcher wanted to analyze first-time, first-generation students’ graduation data. However, the
University did not collect information regarding the first-generation status of incoming students
during the time period this data was collected. Therefore, the focus on first-generation college
students necessarily had to be removed.
Data Mining. Upon receiving and reviewing the initial data, the researcher noticed that
some of the student entries were missing values for either the first-term or last-term cumulative
GPA. These entries were considered invalid and removed from the data set.
A random 80% of the Fall 2009 cohort was initially selected for analysis as the training
data so that the results could be cross-validated with the other 20% as testing data at a later point
in the study. This aids in ensuring that the model(s) chosen fit the phenomena and not just the
data. To utilize the data properly in R, it first needed to be recoded and relabeled in a format
better suited for logistic regression. Therefore, the researcher created functions that would
convert each of the categories into simple numerical values. Categories that originally contained
complex, but ordered values, such as age-ranges and score-ranges, were recoded to simpler
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consecutive values that still preserved the original order. Descriptive categories, also known as
design variables, were coded as a 1 for the presence of the descriptor and as a 0 for the absence
of it. Certain factors, that is academic college and race, required special utilization of design
variables. For instance, since USM has six academic colleges, the category of “college”
contained five columns, each representing five of the six academic colleges. If a student
belonged to the first college, a 1 would be placed in column one and a 0 in the rest. This was the
case for each of the academic colleges, other than the default college where an entry would
contain a 0 in each column of the “college” category.
Each function was labeled using the category name for convenience purposes (see
appendix II for details). Using the last term of enrollment and completion variables, it was
determined which students graduated within 4 or within 6 years (see appendix III for details).
Although the literature states that it is unnecessary to standardize variables for logistic
regression, the researcher still chose to parameterize each category on a 0 to 1 scale. To show
that scaling does not affect significance levels, Table 1 below presents the results of two logistic
regression computations. First, a regression of the overall completion indicator completion.input
on the high school GPA on a 4 point scale HSGPA.input_unstandardized, second, a regression of
the overall completion indicator completion.input on the high school GPA scaled from 0 to 1,
HSGPA.input. As can be seen, significance levels and p-values are not affected by scaling.
Naturally, the actual values of the parameters 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 are affected by the scaling.
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> summary(lm(completion.input ~ HSGPA.input))
Call:
lm(formula = completion.input ~ HSGPA.input)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-0.7777 -0.4478

Median
0.2223

3Q
0.3873

Max
0.7996

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 0.20038
0.02662
7.526 9.91e-14 ***
HSGPA.input 0.57731
0.04293 13.447 < 2e-16 ***
--> summary(lm(completion.input ~ HSGPA.input_unstandardized))
Call:
lm(formula = completion.input ~ HSGPA.input_unstandardized)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-0.7777 -0.4478

Median
0.2223

3Q
0.3873

Max
0.7996

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
0.200378
0.026624
7.526 9.91e-14 ***
HSGPA.input_unstandardized 0.082473
0.006133 13.447 < 2e-16 ***

Table 1: Comparison of a logistic regression onto the same factor, once standardized and once
unstandardized. Note that the significance levels are not affected by standardization.

Once the data was encoded properly, the researcher checked each category to ensure that
there was a large enough sample size and removed categories with populations that were deemed
too small. To evaluate how a small population would skew significance of descriptors, the
researcher performed a logistic regression onto a set of variables that included a descriptor for a
category in which the population was exactly one student. This student did not graduate. Because
this student represented the entire population for this descriptor, the analysis showed that this
descriptor was negatively correlated and highly significant. However, it would be inaccurate to
try to predict graduation probability for every other person who would fall under this category
based on one student’s results. Upon reviewing the sample sizes, it was noted that certain races,
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international students, and first-term part-time students had extremely sparse populations.
Therefore, national residency and first-term load status were excluded from the analysis.
Moreover, data relating to students who were classified as either “American Indian/Alaska
Native” or “Two or More Races” was removed (see appendix III for details).
Additionally, for certain categories in which design variables were used, namely
academic college and race, default descriptors were chosen based on largest population size for
the analysis to have a basis of comparison. To ensure that using a specific descriptor as a default
did not skew the results, an additional test using a different academic college default is provided
later (see Table 3).
Data Analysis. The goal for the analysis using logistic regression is consistent with that
of all regression methods used in statistics: to find the best fitting and most easily interpretable
model to describe the relationship between the outcome variable(s) and a set of independent
variables (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). The estimated coefficients in the model tell
us more about the research questions that motivated the study. This analysis determines the
functional relationships between independent and dependent variables and aids in appropriately
defining the unit of change for the independent variable (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant,
2013). The underlying formulas and programs built in R calculate coefficients, significance,
deviance, and other important values for analysis.
In order to properly assess which variables correlate significantly with specific time
frames, three separate trials are necessary: one to build models using data for those who
completed, one to build models using data for those who completed within four years, and one to
build models using data for those who completed within six years. Within each of these trials,
three sets of factors are tested using two different logistic regression methods in R.
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The first set of factors includes all available factors that are sensible for prediction, that
is, college, race, gender, state residency, high school GPA, age, first-term GPA, Pell Grant
eligibility, Greek life, Honors College or Luckyday, composite ACT score and related subscores, with factors measured in the student’s last term omitted. This set of factors will be
referred to as “All Factors” for the remainder of the study. The second set of factors includes
data that is available at the time of admissions, that is, race, gender, state residency, high school
GPA, age, Pell Grant eligibility, composite ACT score and related sub-scores. This will be
referred to as the “Pre-Admissions” data set. The last set of factors is designed to test the
significance of Honors College or Luckyday enrollment in regards to graduation. To avoid
multicollinearity, it excludes any factors that would contribute to admissions into the Honors
College or Luckyday programs, such as high school GPA and ACT scores, as well as first-term
GPA. That is, it includes college, race, gender, state residency, age, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek
life, and Honors College or Luckyday. This last set of factors will be referred to as “HCLD &
Unrelated Factors.” This third set of factors was added to the analysis, because the researcher
found it odd that Honors College or Luckyday eligibility were not identified as significant factors
in the preceding two sets of factors.
Each trial consisted of each set of factors being run through two separate analyses with
logistic regression, namely, stepwise logistic regression and all subsets logistic regression.
Stepwise logistic regression is based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and
performs a stepwise regression to determine the best model. A stepwise regression will begin
with all the variables of a set of factors and then one by one, eliminate the factor whose deletion
provides the lowest value in the AIC until no deletion of a single factor decreases the AIC.
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All subsets logistic regression selects the best subset of the factors for logistic regression.
Similar to the stepwise logistic regression, the all subset logistic regression will begin with all of
the variables of a certain set of factors, however, rather than eliminate the factor with the lowest
significance level, the function will test every subset and select the subset with the lowest AIC
value.
The AIC is, for logistic regression, the analogous metric of adjusted 𝑅 2 in linear
regression. AIC is a measure of fit which, to avoid overparametrization, takes the model’s
likelihood into account, but, because the likelihood can be increased by increasing the number of
parameters, penalizes the model for the number of model coefficients. Because a small value of
the AIC is considered to be indicative of a good bias-variance tradeoff, models with minimum
AIC value are preferred.
Cross validation. Each model was cross-validated against the data from which the model
was derived, that is, the 80% of the Fall 2009 cohort training data that were used in the
regression, as well as against testing data provided by the other 20% of the Fall 2009 cohort,
using confusion matrices. A confusion matrix, also known as an error matrix, is a specific table
layout that allows visualization of the performance of a prediction algorithm. In this study, the
confusion matrix reports the probabilities of the models providing a true or false positive and a
true or false negative. With true positives and negatives being desirable and false positives and
negatives undesirable, the sum of the probabilities of true positives and negatives is a good
measure for accuracy. However, whether a certain accuracy percentage is good or bad depends
on the context. That is, an accuracy level that is completely unacceptable in one area (say, a
routine industrial production procedure working only 80% of the time) can be unachievably high
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or suspicious in other areas (say, an 80% accuracy in predicting lottery numbers). Social science
data lies firmly between these extremes.
Southern Miss has a 51.15% completion rate, a 48.37% six-year completion rate, and a
25.85% four-year completion rate. The simplest baseline to predict graduation would be to use
the given graduation rates and use the simple majority as the prediction. Therefore, one would
predict that 100% of students would complete, however, one would also predict that 100% of
students would not complete within four or six years. Using this baseline prediction, one would
be 51.15% correct about completion, 51.63% correct about six-year completion, and 74.15%
correct about four-year completion.
As another means of measuring the accuracy of the models, one can compare the logistic
regression model to a Bernoulli trial. In each population, a proportion x of the population
graduated in the stated time frame and a proportion 1-x of the population did not graduate in the
stated time frame. Thus, the probability for a given student to graduate is x and one way to
predict success would be to perform, for each individual, a Bernoulli trial with success
probability x. Of course, these are terrible prediction mechanisms, but they provide a baseline. A
model whose accuracy does not significantly exceed the accuracy of these approaches is not a
good model.
The confusion matrix for using a Bernoulli trial with success probability x to predict
success in a population of whom a proportion of x is successful is:

0

1

0 (1 − 𝑥)2 𝑥 − 𝑥 2
1

𝑥 − 𝑥2

𝑥2
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where the actual outcome is listed vertically and the prediction from the Bernoulli trial is listed
across, with 0 indicating the individual did not graduate and 1 indicating the individual did
graduate. The accuracy level is 𝑥 2 + (1 − 𝑥)2 .
Results
The researcher’s findings have been reported in tabulated form as it appears in R. The
significant factors have been reported. All calculated statistical values can be found in the
table(s). The significance levels (as decimals, rather than the customary percent values) are given
in symbols as follows:
0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’1
where the last coded level, 1, means “not significant at any customary significance level.” Keep
in mind when viewing the results, this study is based on data from a single institution and the
findings cannot be applied universally.
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Trial 1: Analysis of which factors influence completion, regardless of time frame.
The first regression involves all factors: college, race, gender, state residency, high school GPA,
age, first-term GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, Honors College or Luckyday, composite
ACT score and related sub-scores.

> summary(completion.step1)
Call:
glm(formula = completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
state_residency.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input +
greek_status.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.4177 -0.7086
0.2691

3Q
0.7379

Max
2.5286

Coefficients: (2 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-4.75967
0.39708 -11.987 < 2e-16
college.input1
-0.29196
0.20170 -1.447 0.14776
college.input2
-0.26046
0.24405 -1.067 0.28586
college.input3
0.02271
0.28190
0.081 0.93579
college.input4
-0.02346
0.26429 -0.089 0.92928
college.input5
-1.16779
0.25028 -4.666 3.07e-06
race.input1
0.18178
0.35328
0.515 0.60686
race.input2
NA
NA
NA
NA
race.input3
0.64001
0.64380
0.994 0.32017
race.input4
0.60405
0.19876
3.039 0.00237
race.input5
1.04685
0.53528
1.956 0.05050
race.input6
NA
NA
NA
NA
state_residency.input 0.36628
0.18195
2.013 0.04411
FTGPA.input
6.47677
0.41464 15.620 < 2e-16
pell_status.input
-0.25754
0.17879 -1.440 0.14974
greek_status.input
0.99215
0.18037
5.501 3.79e-08
Sci_ACT.input
0.54021
0.29569
1.827 0.06771
--Null deviance: 1747.5 on 1260 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1168.5 on 1246 degrees of freedom
(2 observations deleted due to missingness)
AIC: 1198.5

***

***

**
.
*
***
***
.

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Table 2: Outcome of stepwise regression applied to all factors. The significant factors are
College of Nursing, Black/African American, Hispanic/Latino, state residency, first-term GPA,
Greek life, and science ACT sub-score.
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> summary(completion.step1_2)
Call:
glm(formula = completion.input ~ college.input2 + race.input +
state_residency.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input +
greek_status.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.4177 -0.7086
0.2691

3Q
0.7379

Max
2.5286

Coefficients: (2 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-5.0516
0.4044 -12.492 < 2e-16
college.input21
0.2920
0.2017
1.447 0.147762
college.input22
0.0315
0.2441
0.129 0.897318
college.input23
0.3147
0.2795
1.126 0.260251
college.input24
0.2685
0.2656
1.011 0.312042
college.input25
-0.8758
0.2466 -3.552 0.000383
race.input1
0.1818
0.3533
0.515 0.606863
race.input2
NA
NA
NA
NA
race.input3
0.6400
0.6438
0.994 0.320165
race.input4
0.6040
0.1988
3.039 0.002373
race.input5
1.0469
0.5353
1.956 0.050498
race.input6
NA
NA
NA
NA
state_residency.input
0.3663
0.1820
2.013 0.044105
FTGPA.input
6.4768
0.4146 15.620 < 2e-16
pell_status.input
-0.2575
0.1788 -1.440 0.149741
greek_status.input
0.9921
0.1804
5.501 3.79e-08
Sci_ACT.input
0.5402
0.2957
1.827 0.067711
--Null deviance: 1747.5 on 1260 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1168.5 on 1246 degrees of freedom
AIC: 1198.5

***

***

**
.
*
***
***
.

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Table 3: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to all factors using a different default
academic college to check the effect of choosing a different default for academic college. Using a
different default for academic college altered some of the significance levels for the academic
colleges, however, the choice of significant factors remained unaffected.
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> completion.step1.predict <- predict(completion.step1, type =
'response')
> completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
> completion.step1.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
455 161
1
121 524
> completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(completion.step1.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 36.082474 12.767645
1 9.595559 41.554322

Table 4: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 77.64%
accurate against the training data.
> completion.step1.predict <- predict(completion.step1,inputtest_encoded, type =
'response')
Warning message:
In predict.lm(object, newdata, se.fit, scale = 1, type = ifelse(type == :
prediction from a rank-deficient fit may be misleading
> completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input, completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
> completion.step1.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
92
47
1
28 150
> completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(completion.step1.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 29.022082 14.826498
1 8.832808 47.318612

Table 5: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 76.34%
accurate against the testing data.
> completion.asr1
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.000536944065919309, 0.655535801627555)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-4.0407269 0.2578023 -15.673743 2.287046e-55
V5
-0.9936060 0.2137959 -4.647451 3.360624e-06
FTGPA.input
6.2996917 0.3803294 16.563776 1.273446e-61
greek_status.input 0.8196617 0.1671094
4.904940 9.345578e-07

Table 6: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to all factors. The best subset of factors
selected consists of College of Nursing, first-term GPA, and Greek life.
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> completion.asr1.predict <- predict(completion.asr1$BestModel, type =
'response')
> completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
> completion.asr1.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
458 158
1
125 520
> completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 36.320381 12.529738
1 9.912768 41.237113

Table 7: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 77.55%
accurate against the training data.
> completion.asr1.predict <predict(completion.asr1$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
> completion.asr1.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
91
48
1
27 151
> completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 28.70662 15.14196
1 8.51735 47.63407

Table 8: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 76.34%
accurate against the testing data.
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The second regression involves pre-admissions factors: race, gender, state residency, high school
GPA, age, Pell Grant eligibility, composite ACT score and related sub-scores.

> summary(completion.step2)
Call:
glm(formula = completion.input ~ gender.input + HSGPA.input +
age.input + pell_status.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-1.9760 -0.9921
0.5534

3Q
1.0115

Max
2.0909

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
gender.input
HSGPA.input
age.input
pell_status.input
Sci_ACT.input
--Null deviance:
Residual deviance:
AIC: 1549.3

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-0.8274
0.2307 -3.587 0.000335 ***
-0.2746
0.1357 -2.024 0.042959 *
2.0139
0.2293
8.785 < 2e-16 ***
-0.7041
0.3961 -1.777 0.075487 .
-0.5429
0.1293 -4.200 2.67e-05 ***
0.8473
0.2470
3.431 0.000602 ***
1750.2
1537.3

on 1262
on 1257

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

Table 9: Outcome of stepwise regression applied to pre-admissions factors. The significant
factors are gender, high school GPA, age, Pell Grant eligibility, and science ACT sub-score.
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> completion.step2.predict <- predict(completion.step2, type =
'response')
> completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
> completion.step2.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
409 207
1
214 431
> completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(completion.step2.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 32.43458 16.41554
1 16.97066 34.17922

Table 10: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 66.70%
accurate against the training data.
> completion.step2.predict <predict(completion.step2,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
> completion.step2.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
78
61
1
53 125
> completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(completion.step2.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 24.60568 19.24290
1 16.71924 39.43218

Table 11: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 64.04%
accurate against the testing data.
> completion.asr2
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.228263013647613, 0.666912298297529)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-1.2096718 0.1763598 -6.859115 6.928865e-12
HSGPA.input
2.1627388 0.2227697 9.708408 2.776397e-22
pell_status.input -0.5335294 0.1286891 -4.145879 3.385132e-05
Sci_ACT.input
0.7462278 0.2414415 3.090718 1.996729e-03

Table 12: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to pre-admissions factors. The best
subset of factors selected consists of high-school GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, and science ACT
sub-score.
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> completion.asr2.predict <- predict(completion.asr2$BestModel, type =
'response')
> completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
> completion.asr2.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
405 211
1
213 432
> completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 32.11737 16.73275
1 16.89136 34.25852

Table 13: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 66.37%
accurate against the training data.
> completion.asr2.predict <predict(completion.asr2$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
> completion.asr2.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
82
57
1
58 120
> completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 25.86751 17.98107
1 18.29653 37.85489

Table 14: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 63.72%
accurate against the testing data.
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The third regression involves HCLD and unrelated factors: college, race, gender, state residency,
age, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors College or Luckyday.
> summary(completion.step3)
Call:
glm(formula = completion.input ~ college.input + gender.input +
age.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input +
HCLD_status.input,family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.1932 -1.0525
0.4081

3Q
1.0381

Max
1.8715

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value
(Intercept)
0.5303
0.2008
2.641
college.input1
-0.1334
0.1673 -0.798
college.input2
-0.3642
0.2026 -1.798
college.input3
0.1230
0.2343
0.525
college.input4
-0.3149
0.2174 -1.449
college.input5
-0.8370
0.2165 -3.867
gender.input
-0.4460
0.1357 -3.287
age.input
-0.7559
0.3898 -1.939
pell_status.input
-0.5560
0.1253 -4.438
greek_status.input
1.1051
0.1497
7.381
HCLD_status.input
1.0606
0.1832
5.789
--Null deviance: 1750.2 on 1262 degrees of
Residual deviance: 1552.9 on 1252 degrees of
AIC: 1574.9

Pr(>|z|)
0.00826
0.42509
0.07222
0.59971
0.14736
0.00011
0.00101
0.05246
9.09e-06
1.58e-13
7.09e-09

**
.
***
**
.
***
***
***

freedom
freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

Table 15: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to HCLD and unrelated factors. The
significant factors are College of Business, College of Nursing, gender, age, Pell Grant
eligibility, Greek life, and Honors College or Luckyday.
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> completion.step3.predict <- predict(completion.step3, type =
'response')
> completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
> completion.step3.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
439 177
1
250 395
> completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(completion.step3.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 34.81364 14.03648
1 19.82554 31.32435

Table 16: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 66.14%
accurate against the training data.
> completion.step3.predict <- predict(completion.step3,inputtest_encoded, type =
'response')
> completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input, completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
> completion.step3.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
96
43
1
66 112
> completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(completion.step3.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 30.28391 13.56467
1 20.82019 35.33123

Table 17: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 65.62%
accurate against the testing data.
> completion.asr3
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.0579060225267544, 0.768959064766623)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
0.1707734 0.1190922 1.433960 1.515837e-01
V5
-0.7286440 0.1911567 -3.811763 1.379793e-04
gender.input
-0.5202607 0.1304313 -3.988773 6.641603e-05
pell_status.input -0.5659477 0.1245914 -4.542429 5.560967e-06
greek_status.input 1.0954036 0.1487711 7.363015 1.798022e-13
HCLD_status.input
1.0849639 0.1823406 5.950203 2.678097e-09

Table 18: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to HCLD and unrelated factors. The best
subset selected includes College of Nursing, gender, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek Life, and
Honors College or Luckyday.
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> completion.asr3.predict <- predict(completion.asr3$BestModel, type =
'response')
> completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
> completion.asr3.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
421 195
1
232 413
> completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 33.38620 15.46392
1 18.39810 32.75178

Table 19: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 66.13%
accurate against the training data.
> completion.asr3.predict <predict(completion.asr3$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
> completion.asr3.conf_mat
completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
93
46
1
58 120
> completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 29.33754 14.51104
1 18.29653 37.85489

Table 20: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 67.19%
accurate against the testing data.
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Trial 2: Analysis of which factors influence completion given a four-year time frame.
The first regression involves all factors: college, race, gender, state residency, high school GPA,
age, first-term GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, Honors College or Luckyday, composite
ACT score and related sub-scores.

> summary(FourYear_completion.step1)
Call:
glm(formula = FourYear_completion.input ~ HSGPA.input + FTGPA.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input,
family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.0336 -0.6466 -0.2878

3Q
0.5844

Max
2.5793

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value
(Intercept)
-5.6070
0.4107 -13.651
HSGPA.input
1.0448
0.3286
3.179
FTGPA.input
5.3826
0.5449
9.878
pell_status.input
-0.6348
0.1665 -3.812
greek_status.input
0.7538
0.1646
4.579
HCLD_status.input
0.3585
0.2000
1.793
--Null deviance: 1441.3 on 1260 degrees of
Residual deviance: 1007.8 on 1255 degrees of
(2 observations deleted due to missingness)
AIC: 1019.8

Pr(>|z|)
< 2e-16
0.001476
< 2e-16
0.000138
4.68e-06
0.073040

***
**
***
***
***
.

freedom
freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6

Table 21: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to all factors. The significant factors are
high-school GPA, first-term GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors College or
Luckyday.
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> FourYear_completion.step1.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step1, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <table(FourYear_completion.input, FourYear_completion.step1.predict >
0.5)
> FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
839
96
1
161 165
>
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step1.conf_m
at)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 66.534496 7.613006
1 12.767645 13.084853

Table 22: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 79.62%
accurate against the training data.

> FourYear_completion.step1.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step1,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <table(FourYear_completion.input, FourYear_completion.step1.predict >
0.5)
> FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
198
24
1
54
41
>
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step1.conf_m
at)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 62.460568 7.570978
1 17.034700 12.933754

Table 23: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 75.40%
accurate against the testing data.
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> FourYear_completion.asr1
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.0186651083079711, 0.860029273069928)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-5.7596455 0.4059994 -14.186341 1.113176e-45
HSGPA.input
1.2113769 0.3152758
3.842277 1.218981e-04
FTGPA.input
5.5544549 0.5398328 10.289213 7.881766e-25
pell_status.input -0.6415550 0.1662835 -3.858200 1.142253e-04
greek_status.input 0.7487601 0.1642244
4.559372 5.130673e-06

Table 24: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to all factors. The best subset includes
high school GPA, first-term GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, and Greek life.
> FourYear_completion.asr1.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr1$BestModel, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
840
95
1
159 167
> FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 66.613799 7.533703
1 12.609040 13.243458

Table 25: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 79.85%
accurate against the training data.
> FourYear_completion.asr1.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr1$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
198
24
1
57
38
> FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 62.460568 7.570978
1 17.981073 11.987382

Table 26: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 74.44%
accurate against the testing data.
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The second regression involves pre-admissions factors: race, gender, state residency, high school
GPA, age, Pell Grant eligibility, composite ACT score and related sub-scores.

> summary(FourYear_completion.step2)
Call:
glm(formula = FourYear_completion.input ~ gender.input + HSGPA.input +
pell_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input, family =
binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-1.6461 -0.7176 -0.4319

3Q
0.8106

Max
2.5905

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
gender.input
HSGPA.input
pell_status.input
Comp_ACT.input
Math_ACT.input
--Null deviance:
Residual deviance:
AIC: 1185.9

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-2.5255
0.2340 -10.795 < 2e-16 ***
-0.5528
0.1640 -3.370 0.000753 ***
2.2583
0.3074
7.347 2.03e-13 ***
-0.8868
0.1619 -5.477 4.33e-08 ***
0.6502
0.4103
1.585 0.113004
0.6734
0.3410
1.975 0.048295 *
1442.5
1173.9

on 1262
on 1257

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Table 27: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to pre-admissions factors. The significant
factors are gender, high school GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, composite ACT score, and math ACT
sub-score.
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> FourYear_completion.step2.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step2, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
867
68
1
195 131
>
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step2.conf_ma
t)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 68.754956 5.392546
1 15.463918 10.388580

Table 28: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 80.14%
accurate against the training data.
> FourYear_completion.step2.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step2,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
204
18
1
65
30
>
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
0 64.353312
1 20.504732

TRUE
5.678233
9.463722

Table 29: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 73.82%
accurate against the testing data.
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> FourYear_completion.asr2
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.129283329824017, 0.760709214140614)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-2.3932934 0.2175780 -10.999702 3.833959e-28
gender.input
-0.5412033 0.1637503 -3.305053 9.495837e-04
HSGPA.input
2.3984682 0.2947950
8.136055 4.083657e-16
pell_status.input -0.9451047 0.1580258 -5.980697 2.221850e-09
Math_ACT.input
1.0115345 0.2638399
3.833896 1.261297e-04

Table 30: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to pre-admissions factors. The best
subset includes gender, high school GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, and math ACT sub-score.
> FourYear_completion.asr2.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr2$BestModel, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
860
75
1
199 127
> FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 68.199841 5.947661
1 15.781126 10.071372

Table 31: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 78.27%
accurate against the training data.
> FourYear_completion.asr2.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr2$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
203
19
1
66
29
> FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
0 64.037855
1 20.820189

TRUE
5.993691
9.148265

Table 32: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 73.18%
accurate against the testing data.
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The third regression involves HCLD and unrelated factors: college, race, gender, state residency,
age, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors College or Luckyday.
> summary(FourYear_completion.step3)
Call:
glm(formula = FourYear_completion.input ~ race.input + gender.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input,
family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-1.7748 -0.6723 -0.4416

3Q
0.6811

Max
2.4380

Coefficients: (2 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-0.86713
0.14071 -6.162 7.17e-10
race.input1
-0.22138
0.32520 -0.681 0.49602
race.input2
NA
NA
NA
NA
race.input3
0.63474
0.56245
1.129 0.25910
race.input4
-0.61090
0.19069 -3.204 0.00136
race.input5
0.06537
0.48079
0.136 0.89185
race.input6
NA
NA
NA
NA
gender.input
-0.64045
0.15766 -4.062 4.86e-05
pell_status.input -0.80089
0.17031 -4.703 2.57e-06
greek_status.input 0.81465
0.15464
5.268 1.38e-07
HCLD_status.input
1.39546
0.17285
8.073 6.85e-16
--Null deviance: 1442.5 on 1262 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1203.6 on 1254 degrees of freedom
AIC: 1221.6

***

**
***
***
***
***

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

Table 33: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to HCLD and unrelated factors. The
significant factors include Black/African American, gender, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and
Honors College or Luckyday.
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> FourYear_completion.step3.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step3, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
897
38
1
248
78
>
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
0 71.134021
1 19.666931

TRUE
3.013481
6.185567

Table 34: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 77.32%
accurate against the training data.

> FourYear_completion.step3.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step3,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
Warning message:
In predict.lm(object, newdata, se.fit, scale = 1, type = ifelse(type ==
:
prediction from a rank-deficient fit may be misleading
> FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <table(FourYear_completion.input, FourYear_completion.step3.predict >
0.5)
> FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
216
6
1
73
22
>
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step3.conf_m
at)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
0 68.138801
1 23.028391

TRUE
1.892744
6.940063

Table 35: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 75.08%
accurate against the testing data.
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> FourYear_completion.asr3
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.110212076744224, 0.772443751126972)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-0.8768903 0.1358438 -6.455139 1.081199e-10
V9
-0.6187992 0.1860278 -3.326380 8.798185e-04
gender.input
-0.6371409 0.1572703 -4.051248 5.094518e-05
pell_status.input -0.7780900 0.1681823 -4.626468 3.719536e-06
greek_status.input 0.8171215 0.1537613 5.314220 1.071153e-07
HCLD_status.input
1.4001113 0.1722564 8.128065 4.361968e-16

Table 36: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to HCLD and unrelated factors. The best
subset includes Black/African American, gender, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors
College or Luckyday.
> FourYear_completion.asr3.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr3$BestModel, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
898
37
1
251
75
> FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
0 71.213323
1 19.904837

TRUE
2.934179
5.947661

Table 37: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 77.16%
accurate against the training data.
> FourYear_completion.asr3.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr3$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
> FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
216
6
1
73
22
> FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.input
FALSE
0 68.138801
1 23.028391

TRUE
1.892744
6.940063

Table 38: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 75.07%
accurate against the testing data.
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Trial 3: Analysis of which factors influence completion given a six-year time frame.
The first regression involves all factors: college, race, gender, state residency, high school GPA,
age, first-term GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, Honors College or Luckyday, composite
ACT score and related sub-scores.
> summary(SixYear_completion.step1)
Call:
glm(formula = SixYear_completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
state_residency.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input +
greek_status.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.3839 -0.7087 -0.1483

3Q
0.7535

Max
2.5599

Coefficients: (2 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-4.77648
0.39678 -12.038 < 2e-16
college.input1
-0.18669
0.19872 -0.939
0.3475
college.input2
-0.15769
0.24333 -0.648
0.5170
college.input3
0.15662
0.27839
0.563
0.5737
college.input4
0.04668
0.26361
0.177
0.8594
college.input5
-0.99453
0.24934 -3.989 6.65e-05
race.input1
0.19483
0.34998
0.557
0.5777
race.input2
NA
NA
NA
NA
race.input3
0.42243
0.62446
0.676
0.4987
race.input4
0.47241
0.19596
2.411
0.0159
race.input5
1.12683
0.53217
2.117
0.0342
race.input6
NA
NA
NA
NA
FTGPA.input
6.36137
0.41558 15.307 < 2e-16
pell_status.input
-0.28281
0.17692 -1.598
0.1099
greek_status.input
0.96428
0.17520
5.504 3.71e-08
Sci_ACT.input
0.50266
0.29290
1.716
0.0861
--Null deviance: 1746.8 on 1260 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1179.8 on 1246 degrees of freedom
(2 observations deleted due to missingness)
AIC: 1209.8

***

***

*
*
***
***
.

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Table 39: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to all factors. The significant factors are
College of Nursing, Black/African American, Hispanic/Latino, first-term GPA, Greek life, and
science ACT sub-score.
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> SixYear_completion.step1.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step1,
type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
489 162
1
125 485
>
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 38.778747 12.846947
1 9.912768 38.461538

Table 40: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 77.24%
accurate against the training data.

> SixYear_completion.step1.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.step1,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
Warning message:
In predict.lm(object, newdata, se.fit, scale = 1, type = ifelse(type ==
:
prediction from a rank-deficient fit may be misleading
> SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
101
44
1
27 145
>
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 31.86120 13.88013
1 8.51735 45.74132

Table 41: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 77.70%
accurate against the testing data.
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> SixYear_completion.asr1
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.00242632718637659, 0.868125895904534)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-4.2504854 0.2672457 -15.904783 5.870618e-57
V5
-0.9268817 0.2147995 -4.315103 1.595288e-05
FTGPA.input
6.3161401 0.3849338 16.408381 1.665880e-60
greek_status.input 0.8643068 0.1641803
5.264375 1.406668e-07

Table 42: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to all factors. The best subset includes
College of Nursing, first-term GPA, and Greek life.
> SixYear_completion.asr1.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr1$BestModel, type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
491 160
1
129 481
> SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 38.93735 12.68834
1 10.22998 38.14433

Table 43: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 77.08%
accurate against the training data.
> SixYear_completion.asr1.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr1$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type =
'response')
> SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
98
47
1
30 142
>
SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat)*
100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 30.914826 14.826498
1 9.463722 44.794953

Table 44: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 75.70%
accurate against the testing data.
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The second regression involves pre-admissions factors: race, gender, state residency, high school
GPA, age, Pell Grant eligibility, composite ACT score and related sub-scores.
> summary(SixYear_completion.step2)
Call:
glm(formula = SixYear_completion.input ~ gender.input + HSGPA.input +
pell_status.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-1.9436 -0.9954 -0.5888

3Q
0.9985

Max
2.0528

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
gender.input
HSGPA.input
pell_status.input
Sci_ACT.input
--Null deviance:
Residual deviance:
AIC: 1546.3

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
-1.1244
0.1853 -6.070 1.28e-09 ***
-0.4015
0.1339 -2.999 0.00271 **
1.9101
0.2280
8.379 < 2e-16 ***
-0.6080
0.1293 -4.702 2.58e-06 ***
0.9390
0.2477
3.791 0.00015 ***
1749.4
1536.3

on 1262
on 1258

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

Table 45: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to pre-admissions factors. The significant
factors are gender, high-school GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, and science ACT sub-score.
> SixYear_completion.step2.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step2,
type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
460 191
1
225 385
>
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 36.47898 15.14671
1 17.84298 30.53132

Table 46: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 67.01%
accurate against the training data.
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> SixYear_completion.step2.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.step2,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
99
46
1
58 114
>
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 31.23028 14.51104
1 18.29653 35.96215

Table 47: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 67.19%
accurate against the testing data.
> SixYear_completion.asr2
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.278970970168499, 0.800099053801831)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
-1.1244208 0.1852535 -6.069634 1.282023e-09
gender.input
-0.4014928 0.1338881 -2.998719 2.711174e-03
HSGPA.input
1.9101329 0.2279533 8.379491 5.315689e-17
pell_status.input -0.6080430 0.1293185 -4.701902 2.577491e-06
Sci_ACT.input
0.9390056 0.2477158 3.790657 1.502495e-04

Table 48: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to pre-admissions factors. The best
subset includes gender, high-school GPA, Pell Grant eligibility, and science ACT sub-score.
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> SixYear_completion.asr2.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr2$BestModel, type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
460 191
1
225 385
> SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 36.47898 15.14671
1 17.84298 30.53132

Table 49: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 67.00%
accurate against the training data.
> SixYear_completion.asr2.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr2$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type =
'response')
> SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
99
46
1
58 114
>
SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 31.23028 14.51104
1 18.29653 35.96215

Table 50: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 67.19%
accurate against the testing data.
The third regression involves HCLD and unrelated factors: college, race, gender, state residency,
age, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors College or Luckyday.
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> summary(SixYear_completion.step3)
Call:
glm(formula = SixYear_completion.input ~ college.input + gender.input +
age.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input +
HCLD_status.input,
family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-2.1882 -0.9797 -0.6541

3Q
1.0308

Max
1.9198

Coefficients:
(Intercept)
college.input1
college.input2
college.input3
college.input4
college.input5
gender.input
age.input
pell_status.input
greek_status.input
HCLD_status.input
--Null deviance:
Residual deviance:
AIC: 1559.8

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
0.32404
0.20123
1.610 0.107337
-0.06606
0.16783 -0.394 0.693880
-0.28358
0.20442 -1.387 0.165375
0.21960
0.23431
0.937 0.348646
-0.30170
0.21966 -1.374 0.169594
-0.75990
0.21897 -3.470 0.000520 ***
-0.50704
0.13703 -3.700 0.000215 ***
-0.56552
0.39292 -1.439 0.150080
-0.62026
0.12605 -4.921 8.63e-07 ***
1.11331
0.14790
7.528 5.17e-14 ***
1.11572
0.18104
6.163 7.14e-10 ***
1749.4
1537.8

on 1262
on 1252

degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4

Table 51: Outcome of a stepwise regression applied to HCLD and unrelated factors. The
significant factors are College of Nursing, gender, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors
College or Luckyday.
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> SixYear_completion.step3.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step3,
type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
468 183
1
232 378
>
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 37.11340 14.51229
1 18.39810 29.97621

Table 52: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 67.09%
accurate against the training data.
> SixYear_completion.step3.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.step3,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
101
44
1
65 107
>
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 31.86120 13.88013
1 20.50473 33.75394

Table 53: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 65.62%
accurate against the testing data.
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> SixYear_completion.asr3
BIC
BICq equivalent for q in (0.0418917680013939, 0.834461821662768)
Best Model:
Estimate Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
0.07518751 0.1191322 0.6311266 5.279578e-01
V5
-0.69732284 0.1938401 -3.5974127 3.213983e-04
gender.input
-0.57324372 0.1319072 -4.3458104 1.387624e-05
pell_status.input -0.63045596 0.1254886 -5.0240115 5.060321e-07
greek_status.input 1.10571321 0.1470451 7.5195502 5.496501e-14
HCLD_status.input
1.13546877 0.1802322 6.3000323 2.975837e-10

Table 54: Outcome of an all-subsets regression applied to HCLD and unrelated factors. The best
subset includes College of Nursing, gender, Pell Grant eligibility, Greek life, and Honors
College or Luckyday.
> SixYear_completion.asr3.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr3$BestModel, type = 'response')
> SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
453 198
1
223 387
> SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 35.92387 15.70182
1 17.68438 30.68993

Table 55: Confusion matrix for testing the model against its source data. This model is 66.61%
accurate against the training data.
> SixYear_completion.asr3.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr3$BestModel,inputtest_encoded, type =
'response')
> SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
> SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.input FALSE TRUE
0
99
46
1
58 114
> SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.input
FALSE
TRUE
0 31.23028 14.51104
1 18.29653 35.96215

Table 56: Confusion matrix for testing the model against the testing data. This model is 67.19%
accurate against the testing data.
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Conclusion
The significant factors for each trial have been compiled presented in the tables below. A
total for how many trials each factor was found significant is given, as well as the percent of
trials each factor was found significant since not every factor was used in every trial. A key
describing the symbols for each table is included.
Significant Factors via Stepwise Logistic Regression

Not
Specified

Trial

Factor Set

Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

0

All Factors

Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

American
Indian
Asian
/Alaska
Native
#
0

Black
/African
American

Hispanic
/ Latino

Two or
More
Races

+

+

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

-

0

#

0

#

0

+

+

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

Percent of
0%
N/A
0%
33%
11%
N/A
Significant
Trials
Total Trials
0
N/A
0
3
1
N/A
Significant
+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial
Table 57: Black/African American was found to significantly correlate once within each of the
three trials. Hispanic/Latino was found to significantly correlate once within the Completion
trial and once within the Six Year Completion trial. Otherwise, race was not found significant.
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Trial

Factor Set

Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

College of College
Arts &
of
Letters
Business
0
0

College of
Education &
Psychology
0

College
of
Health
0

College of
Nursing
-

#

#

#

#

#

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

#

#

#

#

#

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

#

#

#

#

#

0

0

0

0

-

Percent of
Significant
Trials

0%

17%

0%

0%

67%

Total Trials
Significant

0

1

0

0

4

Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial

Table 58: The College of Business was found to significantly correlate once within the
Completion trial. College of Nursing was found to significantly correlate each time it was used
within the Completion and Six Year Completion trials. Otherwise, academic college was not
found significant.
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Honors
Composite English Math Reading Science
Greek
College or
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
Life
Luckyday
Score
Score Score Score
Score

Trial

Factor Set

Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

+

0

0

0

0

0

+

#

#

0

0

0

0

+

+

+

#

#

#

#

#

All Factors

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

#

#

+

0

+

0

0

+

+

#

#

#

#

#

+

0

0

0

0

0

+

#

#

0

0

0

0

+

+

+

#

#

#

#

#

Percent of
Significant
Trials

100%

67%

17%

0%

17%

0%

67%

Total Trials
Significant

6

4

1

0

1

0

4

Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial

Table 59: Greek life was found to significantly correlate each instance it was used with all three
trials. Honors College or Luckyday was found to significantly correlate each in each trial when
the HCLD & Unrelated Factors set was used, as well as an additional instance within the Four
Year Completion trial. Composite ACT Score was found to significantly correlate once within the
Four Year Completion trial. Mathematics ACT Score was found to significantly correlate once
within the Four Year Completion trial. Science ACT Score was found to significantly correlate
within every instance it was used in the Completion and Six Year Completion trials. Otherwise,
ACT Scores were not found significant.
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Gender
(Male)

State
Residency

High
School
GPA

Age

FirstTerm
GPA

Pell Grant
Eligibility

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

0

+

0

0

+

0

-

0

+

-

#

-

-

0

#

-

#

-

All Factors

0

0

+

0

+

-

-

0

+

0

#

-

-

0

#

0

#

-

0

0

0

0

+

0

-

0

+

0

#

-

-

0

#

0

#

-

Trial

Factor Set

Completion
Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

Percent of
67%
22%
67%
22% 100%
78%
Significant
Trials
Total Trials
6
1
4
2
3
7
Significant
+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial

Table 60: Gender was found to significantly correlate in the majority of tests run in each of the
trials. State Residency was only found to significantly correlate once in the Completion trial.
High School GPA was found to significantly correlate within each of the trials when the PreAdmissions set was used, as well as an additional instance within the Four Year Completion
trial. Age was found to significantly correlate within the Completion trial. First-Term GPA was
found to significantly correlate in all three trials. Pell Grant Eligibility was found to consistently
significantly correlate within each of the trials.
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Significant Factors via All Subsets Logistic Regression

Not
Specified

Trial

Factor Set

Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

0

All Factors

Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

American
Indian
Asian
/Alaska
Native
#
0

Black
/African
American

Hispanic
/ Latino

Two or
More
Races

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

-

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

0

#

0

0

0

#

Percent of
0%
N/A
0%
11%
0%
N/A
Significant
Trials
Total Trials
0
N/A
0
1
0
N/A
Significant
+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial
Table 61: Black/African American was found to significantly correlate once. Otherwise, race
was not found significant.
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Trial

Factor Set

Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

College of College
Arts &
of
Letters
Business
0
0

College of
Education &
Psychology
0

College
of
Health
0

College of
Nursing
-

#

#

#

#

#

0

0

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

#

#

#

#

#

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

#

#

#

#

#

0

0

0

0

-

Percent of
Significant
Trials

0%

0%

0%

0%

67%

Total Trials
Significant

0

0

0

0

4

Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial

Table 62: College of Nursing was found to significantly correlate in most trials. Otherwise,
academic college was not found significant.
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Honors
Composite English Math Reading Science
Greek
College or
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
Life
Luckyday
Score
Score Score Score
Score

Trial

Factor Set

Completion

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

#

#

0

0

0

0

+

+

+

#

#

#

#

#

All Factors

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

#

#

0

0

+

0

0

+

+

#

#

#

#

#

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

#

#

0

0

0

0

+

+

+

#

#

#

#

#

Percent of
Significant
Trials

100%

50%

0%

0%

17%

0%

33%

Total Trials
Significant

6

3

0

0

1

0

2

Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial

Table 63: Greek life was found to significantly correlate each instance it was used with all three
trials. Honors College or Luckyday was found to significantly correlate each in each trial when
the HCLD & Unrelated Factors set was used. Mathematics ACT Score was found to significantly
correlate once within the Four Year Completion trial. Science ACT Score was found to
significantly correlate within half of the trials it was included. Otherwise, ACT Scores were not
found significant.
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Gender
(Male)

State
Residency

High
School
GPA

Age

FirstTerm
GPA

Pell Grant
Eligibility

All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

0

#

-

-

0

#

0

#

-

All Factors

0

0

+

0

+

-

-

0

+

0

#

-

-

0

#

0

#

-

0

0

0

+

0

-

0

+

0

#

-

-

0

#

0

#

-

Trial

Factor Set

Completion
Completion
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Four Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion
Six Year
Completion

PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors
All Factors
PreAdmissions
HCLD &
Unrelated
Factors

Percent of
56%
0%
67%
0% 100%
78%
Significant
Trials
Total Trials
5
0
4
0
3
7
Significant
+ = positively correlated; - = negatively correlated; 0 = not significant; # = factor not used in trial

Table 64: Gender was found to significantly correlate in the majority of tests run in each of the
trials. High School GPA was found to significantly correlate within each of the trials when the
Pre-Admissions set was used. First-Term GPA was found to significantly correlate in the only
trial which it was included. Pell Grant Eligibility was found to consistently significantly
correlate within each of the trials, except one.
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Addressing Hypotheses. The following three statements were hypotheses given at the
beginning of this study. An evaluation of the validity of each statement based on the results from
trials 1 and 2 is given here.
1. It was predicted that high-income, white students with an above average high school
GPA and who continue with a high GPA in college will be more likely to graduate within
four years.
a. Being Pell Grant eligible was negatively correlated with completion within four
years, meaning that students who come from a high income family are more likely
to graduate within four years. In comparison to the “White” descriptor, some
races fared better while others did not in completing within four years. Both high
school and first-term GPA were found to be highly significant in predicting a
student’s ability to graduate within four years.
2. It is predicted that on-campus resident, male students with average standardized test
scores and average college GPA will be more likely to graduate within six years.
a. On-campus residency was not an available factor. Male students were actually
less likely to graduate in general in comparison to female students. As with fouryear completion, first-term GPA was found to be a highly significant predictor of
a student’s ability to graduate within six years. This is also true for the science
ACT sub-score.
3. It is predicted that students who come from a low-income household, are a part of an
ethnic minority, have poor a poor high school GPA, and do not reside on campus will be
less likely to graduate
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a. Pell Grant eligible students, as stated previously, were found to be less likely to
graduate compared to those who were not eligible. Some ethnic minorities had a
positive correlation with graduation, whereas some others had a negative
correlation with graduation. High school GPA was found to have a significant
positive correlation with completion and was the driving factor in the PreAdmissions studies
Model Accuracy. The accuracy of each model has been compiled into a table, as well as
the additional accuracy, that is, the difference between the logistic regression model’s accuracy
and the baseline accuracy.
Table 65: Model Accuracy via Stepwise Logistic Regression
Trial

Factor Set

Completion
Completion
Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion

All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD

Accuracy vs.
Training Data
77.64%
66.70%
66.14%
79.62%
80.14%
77.32%
77.24%
67.01%
67.09%

Accuracy vs.
Testing Data
76.34%
64.04%
65.62%
75.40%
73.82%
75.08%
77.70%
67.19%
65.62%

Table 66: Additional Stepwise Model Accuracy vs. The Constant Baseline
Trial

Factor Set

Completion
Completion
Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion

All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD

Accuracy vs.
Training Data
26.49%
15.55%
14.99%
5.47%
5.99%
3.17%
25.61%
15.38%
15.46%
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Accuracy vs.
Testing Data
25.19%
12.89%
14.47%
1.25%
-0.33%
0.93%
26.07%
15.56%
13.99%
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The minimum accuracy for a model is 64.05% and the maximum accuracy is 80.14%. The
minimum additional accuracy for a model is -0.33% and maximum additional accuracy is
26.49%.
Table 67: Model Accuracy via All Subsets Logistic Regression
Trial

Factor Set

Completion
Completion
Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion

All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD

Accuracy vs.
Training Data
77.55%
66.37%
66.13%
79.85%
78.27%
77.16%
77.08%
67.00%
66.61%

Accuracy vs.
Testing Data
76.34%
63.72%
67.19%
74.44%
73.18%
75.07%
75.70%
67.19%
67.19%

Table 68: Additional All Subsets Model Accuracy vs. The Constant Baseline
Trial

Factor Set

Completion
Completion
Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
4 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion
6 Year Completion

All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD
All
PA
HCLD

Accuracy vs.
Training Data
26.40%
15.22%
14.98%
5.85%
4.12%
3.01%
25.08%
15.37%
14.98%

Accuracy vs.
Testing Data
25.19%
12.57%
16.05%
0.44%
-0.97%
0.92%
23.70%
15.56%
15.56%

The minimum accuracy for a model is 63.72% and the maximum accuracy is 79.85%. The
minimum additional accuracy for a model is -0.97% and maximum additional accuracy is
26.40%. The all subset logistic regression models had lower minimum and maximum accuracy
values, as well as lower minimum and maximum additional accuracy values. This would lead
one to conclude that the stepwise logistic regression models are better.
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Based on the results above, one can see the additional predictive power that these models
render. For example, when examining completion rates, the stepwise logistic regression model
provided an additional 26.49! The all subsets logistic regression model was not far behind in
providing an additional 26.40%. Almost every other model successfully increased the accuracy
of the predictions, regardless of the trial or factor set. It is safe to conclude that logistic
regression is an adequate means of studying completion rates at the University of Southern
Mississippi.
From highest to lowest frequency, the factors that were consistently found as significant
were first-term GPA, Greek life, Pell Grant eligibility, gender, high-school GPA, science ACT
sub-score, and College of Nursing. Higher education officials at Southern Miss can observe the
significant factors that affect completion and provide programming that targets these key
contributors to success. Recruiters and admission’s personnel will have a fairly accurate
prediction upon a receiving a student’s application if these models are utilized, and gain an
additional 10% accuracy after a student completes their first semester.
Multicollinearity. As mentioned previously, the third data set was constructed to avoid
multicollinearity of particular factors, namely test scores and GPAs, occurring with Honors
College or Luckyday. In each trial, when the Honors College or Luckyday and Unrelated Factors
set was used, Honors College or Luckyday was found as highly significant. Thus, it can be
concluded that by including the previously mentioned factors, which contribute to admissions
into both programs, Honors College or Luckyday’s significance will not be detected.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Variable Details Received

Factor Levels
Term Fall 2008, Fall 2009
College COAL, COB, COEP, COH, CON, COST
Gender F, M
Ethnic American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian, Black/African
American, Hispanic/Latino, Not Specified, Two or More
Races, White

in.out.of.state.resident IN-STATE, OUT-STATE
HighSchool.GPA Below 2.25, 2.25 – 2.49, 2.50 – 2.74, 2.75 – 2.99, 3.00 – 3.24,
3.25 – 3.49, 3.50 – 3.74, 3.75 – 4.00

Age.1st.Term…Group 17, 18, 19, 20 or older
CITIZENSHIP Non-Resident-Alien, yes
X1.Term.Load Full-Time, Part-Time
X1.Term.GPA Values on a 4.0 Scale
X1.Term.GPA.Group Below 1.00, 1.00 – 1.24, 1.25 – 1.49, 1.50 -1.74, 1.75 – 1.99,
2.00 – 2.24, 2.25 – 2.49, 2.50 – 2.74, 2.75 – 2.99, 3.00 – 3.24,
3.25 – 3.49, 3.50 – 3.74, 3.74 – 4.00

Pell.First.Term No, Yes
Greek Greek, Not Greek
Honors…Luck.Day.Support Honors & Luck Day, Neither
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ACT.Comp.Score 16 or below, 17-18, 19-20, 21-22, 23-24, 25-29, 30 or higher
ACT.Math.Score 16 or below, 17-18, 19-20, 21-22, 23-24, 25-29, 30 or higher
ACT.English.Score 16 or below, 17-18, 19-20, 21-22, 23-24, 25-29, 30 or higher
ACT.Read.Score 16 or below, 17-18, 19-20, 21-22, 23-24, 25-29, 30 or higher
ACT.Science.Reason.Score 16 or below, 17-18, 19-20, 21-22, 23-24, 25-29, 30 or higher
Last.Term.Cum.GPA Values on a 4.0 Scale
Last.Term.GPA.Group Below 1.00, 1.00 – 1.24, 1.25 – 1.49, 1.50 -1.74, 1.75 – 1.99,
2.00 – 2.24, 2.25 – 2.49, 2.50 – 2.74, 2.75 – 2.99, 3.00 – 3.24,
3.25 – 3.49, 3.50 – 3.74, 3.74 – 4.00

Last.Term.Load Full-Time, Part-Time
Last.Enrollment.Time Within First Year, Enrolled in 2nd Year but not later, Enrolled
in 3rd Year but not later, Enrolled in 4th Year but not later,
Enrolled in 5th Year but not later, Enrolled in 6th Year but not
later, Enrolled in 7th Year or More

Degree.Term no degree, Within the 3rd Year, Within the 4th Year, Within
the 5th Year, Within the 6th Year, Within the 7th Year, In the
8th Year or more
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Appendix II: Variable Details Encoded

Factor Levels

Numerical Value

college College of Arts & Letters

10000

College of Business

01000

College of Education & Psychology

00100

College of Health

00010

College of Nursing

00001

College of Science & Technology

00000

gender Male

1

Female

0

race Not Specified

100000

American Indian/Alaska Native

-

Asian

001000

Black/African American

000100

Hispanic/Latino

000010

Two or More Races

-

White

000000

state_residency In-State

1

Out-State

0

HSGPA Below 2.25

0

2.25 – 2.49

1

2.50 – 2.74

2

2.75 – 2.99

3
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3.00 – 3.24

4

3.25 – 3.49

5

3.50 – 3.74

6

3.75 – 4.00

7

age 17

0

18

1

19

2

20 or older

3

national_residency* Resident

1

Non-Resident Alien

0

FTload_status* Full-Time

1

Part-Time

0

FTGPA Values on a 4.0 Scale
pell_status Eligible

0.00 – 4.00
1

Non-Eligible

0

greek_status Greek

1

Non-Greek

0

HCLD_status Honors College or Luckyday

1

Not Honors College or Luckyday

Comp_ACT 16 or below

0
0

17-18

1

19-20

2

21-22

3
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23-24

4

25-29

5

30 or higher

6

Math_ACT 16 or below

0

17-18

1

19-20

2

21-22

3

23-24

4

25-29

5

30 or higher

6

Eng_ACT 16 or below

0

17-18

1

19-20

2

21-22

3

23-24

4

25-29

5

30 or higher

6

Read_ACT 16 or below

0

17-18

1

19-20

2

21-22

3

23-24

4

25-29

5
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30 or higher

6

Sci_ACT 16 or below

0

17-18

1

19-20

2

21-22

3

23-24

4

25-29

5

30 or higher

6

LTGPA* Values on a 4.0 Scale

0.00 – 4.00

LTload_status* Full-Time

1

Part-Time

0

LT_enrollment Within First Year

0000001

Enrolled in 2nd Year but not later

1000000

Enrolled in 3rd Year but not later

0100000

Enrolled in 4th Year but not later

0010000

Enrolled in 5th Year but not later

0001000

Enrolled in 6th Year but not later

0000100

Enrolled in 7th Year or More

0000010

completion Complete

1

Incomplete

0

FourYear_completion Complete

1

Incomplete

0

SixYear_completion Complete

1
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Incomplete

0

*national_residency, FTload_status, LTGPA, and LTload_status were not used

Appendix III: Functions for Project
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# Functions for Logistic Regression Project
# Functions to load variables
load_college <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="COAL") # 336 students
{
college.input[k,1] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,2] <- college.input[k,3] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COB") # 173 students
{
college.input[k,2] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,3] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COEP") # 119 students
{
college.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COH") # 139 students
{
college.input[k,4] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,3] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="CON") # 160 students
{
college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # COST ; 342 students
{
college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,1] <college.input[k,2] <- college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,3] <as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k +1
}
return(college.input)
}
# This function creates a matrix where COAL is the comparison college.
load_college2 <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
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while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="COST") # 336 students
{
college.input[k,1] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,2] <- college.input[k,3] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COB") # 173 students
{
college.input[k,2] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,3] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COEP") # 119 students
{
college.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COH") # 139 students
{
college.input[k,4] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,3] <- college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="CON") # 160 students
{
college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # COAL ; 342 students
{
college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,1] <college.input[k,2] <- college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,3] <as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k +1
}
return(college.input)
}
# This function creates a matrix where there is not a comparison college.
load_college3 <- function(x)
{
college.input <- inputprocess[,1:6]
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="COAL") # 336 students
{
college.input[k,1] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,2] <- college.input[k,3] <-
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college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,6] <as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COB") # 173 students
{
college.input[k,2] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,3] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,6] <as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COEP") # 119 students
{
college.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,6] <as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="COH") # 139 students
{
college.input[k,4] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,3] <- college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,6] <as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="CON") # 160 students
{
college.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,1] <- college.input[k,2] <college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,3] <- college.input[k,6] <as.numeric(0)
}
else # COST ; 342 students
{
college.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(1)
college.input[k,5] <- college.input[k,1] <college.input[k,2] <- college.input[k,4] <- college.input[k,3] <as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k +1
}
return(college.input)
}
load_race <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Not Specified") # 67 students
{
race.input[k,1] <- as.numeric(1)
race.input[k,2] <- race.input[k,3] <- race.input[k,4] <race.input[k,5] <- race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
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}
else if (x[k]=="American Indian/Alaska Native") # 5 students
{
race.input[k,2] <- as.numeric(1)
race.input[k,1] <- race.input[k,3] <- race.input[k,4] <race.input[k,5] <- race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Asian") # 18 students
{
race.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(1)
race.input[k,1] <- race.input[k,2] <- race.input[k,4] <race.input[k,5] <- race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Black/African American") # 502 students
{
race.input[k,4] <- as.numeric(1)
race.input[k,1] <- race.input[k,2] <- race.input[k,3] <race.input[k,5] <- race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Hispanic/Latino") # 23 students
{
race.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(1)
race.input[k,1] <- race.input[k,2] <- race.input[k,4] <race.input[k,3] <- race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Two or More Races") # 1 student
{
race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(1)
race.input[k,1] <- race.input[k,2] <- race.input[k,4] <race.input[k,3] <- race.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # White ; 653 students
{
race.input[k,5] <- race.input[k,1] <- race.input[k,2] <race.input[k,4] <- race.input[k,3] <- race.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k +1
}
return(race.input)
}
load_gender <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="M") # 449 students
{
gender.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else # F ; 820 students
{
gender.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
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k <- k + 1
}
return(gender.input)
}
load_state_residency <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="IN-STATE") # 978 students
{
state_residency.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else # OUT-STATE ; 291 students
{
state_residency.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(state_residency.input)
}
load_HSGPA <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Below 2.25")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="2.25 - 2.49")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else if (x[k]=="2.50 - 2.74")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(2)
}
else if (x[k]=="2.75 - 2.99")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(3)
}
else if (x[k]=="3.00 - 3.24")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(4)
}
else if (x[k]=="3.25 - 3.49")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(5)
}
else if (x[k]=="3.50 - 3.74")
{
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HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(6)
}
else # 3.75 - 4.00
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(7)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(HSGPA.input*(1/7))
}
load_HSGPA_unstandardized <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Below 2.25")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="2.25 - 2.49")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else if (x[k]=="2.50 - 2.74")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(2)
}
else if (x[k]=="2.75 - 2.99")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(3)
}
else if (x[k]=="3.00 - 3.24")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(4)
}
else if (x[k]=="3.25 - 3.49")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(5)
}
else if (x[k]=="3.50 - 3.74")
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(6)
}
else # 3.75 - 4.00
{
HSGPA.input[k] <- as.numeric(7)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(HSGPA.input)
}
load_age <- function(x)
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{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="17")
{
age.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="18")
{
age.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else if (x[k]=="19")
{
age.input[k] <- as.numeric(2)
}
else # 20 or older
{
age.input[k] <- as.numeric(3)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(age.input*(1/3))
}
load_national_residency <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="yes") # 1262 students
{
national_residency.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else # alien ; 7 students
{
national_residency.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(national_residency.input)
}
load_FTload_status <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Full-Time") # 1261 students
{
FTload_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else # Part-Time ; 8 students
{
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FTload_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(FTload_status.input)
}
load_pell_status <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="No") # 651 students
{
pell_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # Yes ; 618 students
{
pell_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(pell_status.input)
}
load_greek_status <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Greek") # 331 students
{
greek_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else # Not Greek ; 938 students
{
greek_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(greek_status.input)
}
load_HCLD_status <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Neither") # 1064 students
{
HCLD_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # Honors & Luck Day ; 205 students
{
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HCLD_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(HCLD_status.input)
}
load_LTload_status <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Full-Time") # 995 students
{
LTload_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else # Part-Time # 274 students
{
LTload_status.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(LTload_status.input)
}
load_Comp_ACT <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="16 or below")
{
Comp_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="17-18")
{
Comp_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="19-20")
{
Comp_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="21-22")
{
Comp_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="23-24")
{
Comp_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="25-29")
{
Comp_ACT.input[k]
}

<- as.numeric(0)

<- as.numeric(1)

<- as.numeric(2)

<- as.numeric(3)

<- as.numeric(4)

<- as.numeric(5)
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else # 30 or higher
{
Comp_ACT.input[k] <- as.numeric(6)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(Comp_ACT.input*(1/6))
}
load_Math_ACT <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="16 or below")
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="17-18")
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="19-20")
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="21-22")
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="23-24")
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="25-29")
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
else # 30 or higher
{
Math_ACT.input[k]
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(Math_ACT.input*(1/6))
}

<- as.numeric(0)

<- as.numeric(1)

<- as.numeric(2)

<- as.numeric(3)

<- as.numeric(4)

<- as.numeric(5)

<- as.numeric(6)

load_Eng_ACT <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="16 or below")
{
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Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="17-18")
{
Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="19-20")
{
Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="21-22")
{
Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="23-24")
{
Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="25-29")
{
Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
else # 30 or higher
{
Eng_ACT.input[k]
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(Eng_ACT.input*(1/6))
}

<- as.numeric(0)

<- as.numeric(1)

<- as.numeric(2)

<- as.numeric(3)

<- as.numeric(4)

<- as.numeric(5)

<- as.numeric(6)

load_Read_ACT <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="16 or below")
{
Read_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="17-18")
{
Read_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="19-20")
{
Read_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="21-22")
{
Read_ACT.input[k]
}
else if (x[k]=="23-24")
{

<- as.numeric(0)

<- as.numeric(1)

<- as.numeric(2)

<- as.numeric(3)
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Read_ACT.input[k] <- as.numeric(4)
}
else if (x[k]=="25-29")
{
Read_ACT.input[k] <- as.numeric(5)
}
else # 30 or higher
{
Read_ACT.input[k] <- as.numeric(6)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(Read_ACT.input*(1/6))
}
load_Sci_ACT <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="16 or below")
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
else if (x[k]=="17-18")
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
else if (x[k]=="19-20")
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
else if (x[k]=="21-22")
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
else if (x[k]=="23-24")
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
else if (x[k]=="25-29")
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
else # 30 or higher
{
Sci_ACT.input[k] <}
k <- k + 1
}
return(Sci_ACT.input*(1/6))
}

as.numeric(0)

as.numeric(1)

as.numeric(2)

as.numeric(3)

as.numeric(4)

as.numeric(5)

as.numeric(6)

load_completion <- function(x)
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{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="no degree") # 620 students
{
completion.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # ~Obtained Degree~ ; 649 students
{
completion.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(completion.input)
}
load_LT_enrollment <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(x))
{
if (x[k]=="Enrolled In 2nd Year but not later")
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Enrolled In 3rd Year but not later")
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Enrolled In 4th Year but not later")
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Enrolled In 5th Year but not later")
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Enrolled In 6th Year but not later")
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <-
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LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else if (x[k]=="Enrolled In 7th or More")
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(0)
}
else # Within First Year
{
LT_enrollment.input[k,7] <- as.numeric(1)
LT_enrollment.input[k,5] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,1] <LT_enrollment.input[k,2] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,4] <LT_enrollment.input[k,3] <- LT_enrollment.input[k,6] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(LT_enrollment.input)
}
load_FourYear_completion <- function(x,y)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(y))
{
if (x[k,1]*y[k] || x[k,2]*y[k] || x[k,3]*y[k] == 1)
{
FourYear_completion.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else
{
FourYear_completion.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
k <- k + 1
}
return(FourYear_completion.input)
}
load_SixYear_completion <- function(x,y)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= length(y))
{
if (x[k,1]*y[k] || x[k,2]*y[k] || x[k,3]*y[k] || x[k,4]*y[k]||
x[k,5]*y[k] == 1)
{
SixYear_completion.input[k] <- as.numeric(1)
}
else
{
SixYear_completion.input[k] <- as.numeric(0)
}
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k <- k + 1
}
return(SixYear_completion.input)
}
# additional function to eliminate invalid entries, as well as student
entries that have "American Indian/Alaska Native" or "Two or More Races"
as their race value
cleancode <- function(x)
{
k <- 1
while (k <= nrow(x))
{
if((is.na(x[k,10])==TRUE)||(is.na(x[k,20])==TRUE))
{
x <- x[-c(k),]
}
else if((x[k,10]=="")||(x[k,20]==""))
{
x <- x[-c(k),]
}
else if(((x[k,4])=="American Indian/Alaska Native") || ((x[k,4])=="Two or
More Races"))
{
x <- x[-c(k),]
}
else
{
k <- k + 1
}
}
return(x)
}

Appendix IV: Code Executed in Project
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# Code to Execute Logistic Regression Project (building models from
training data, 80% Fall 2009)
load(‘inputtrain.RData')
if(!require(bestglm))
{
install.packages("bestglm")
require(bestglm)
}
y <- inputtrain
y <- cleancode(y)
inputprocess <- matrix(NA, nrow=nrow(y), ncol=40)
college <- y[,2]
gender <- y[,3]
race <- y[,4]
state_residency <- y[,5]
HSGPA <- y[,6]
age <- y[,7]
national_residency <- y[,8]
FTload_status <- y[,9]
FTGPA <- as.numeric(levels(y[,10]))[y[,10]]
pell_status <- y[,12]
greek_status <- y[,13]
HCLD_status <- y[,14]
Comp_ACT <- y[,15]
Math_ACT <- y[,16]
Eng_ACT <- y[,17]
Read_ACT <- y[,18]
Sci_ACT <- y[,19]
LTGPA <- y[,20]
LTload_status <- y[,22]
LT_enrollment <- y[,23]
completion <- y[,24]
college.input <- inputprocess[,1:5]
gender.input <- inputprocess[,6]
race.input <- inputprocess[,7:12]
state_residency.input <- inputprocess[,13]
HSGPA.input <- inputprocess[,14]
age.input <- inputprocess[,15]
national_residency.input <- inputprocess[,16]
FTload_status.input <- inputprocess[,17]
FTGPA.input <- FTGPA*(1/4)
pell_status.input <- inputprocess[,19]
greek_status.input <- inputprocess[,20]
HCLD_status.input <- inputprocess[,21]
Comp_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,22]
Math_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,23]
Eng_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,24]
Read_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,25]
Sci_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,26]
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LTGPA.input <- LTGPA*(1/4)
LTload_status.input <- inputprocess[,28]
completion.input <- inputprocess[,29]
LT_enrollment.input <- inputprocess[,30:36]
FourYear_completion.input <- inputprocess[,37]
SixYear_completion.input <- inputprocess[,38]
college.input <- load_college(college)
college.input2 <- load_college2(college) # uses COAL
college.input3 <- load_college3(college) # no comparison
race.input <- load_race(race)
gender.input <- load_gender(gender)
state_residency.input <- load_state_residency(state_residency)
HSGPA.input <- load_HSGPA(HSGPA)
HSGPA.input_unstandardized <- load_HSGPA_unstandardized(HSGPA)
age.input <- load_age(age)
national_residency.input <- load_national_residency(national_residency)
FTload_status.input <- load_FTload_status(FTload_status)
pell_status.input <- load_pell_status(pell_status)
greek_status.input <- load_greek_status(greek_status)
HCLD_status.input <- load_HCLD_status(HCLD_status)
Comp_ACT.input <- load_Comp_ACT(Comp_ACT)
Math_ACT.input <- load_Math_ACT(Math_ACT)
Eng_ACT.input <- load_Eng_ACT(Eng_ACT)
Read_ACT.input <- load_Read_ACT(Read_ACT)
Sci_ACT.input <- load_Sci_ACT(Sci_ACT)
LTload_status.input <- load_LTload_status(LTload_status)
completion.input <- load_completion(completion)
LT_enrollment.input <- load_LT_enrollment(LT_enrollment)
FourYear_completion.input <load_FourYear_completion(LT_enrollment.input,completion.input)
SixYear_completion.input <load_SixYear_completion(LT_enrollment.input,completion.input)
# includes all factors recieved; puts them all in a data frame
data_to_analyze <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
LTload_status.input, LTGPA.input, completion.input))
# includes all factors recieved; provides an base analysis
summary(mod <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
national_residency.input + FTload_status.input + FTGPA.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input +
Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input + LTload_status.input + LTGPA.input, family = binomial))
# Testing HSGPA.input_unstandardized (proving it doesnt matter if factors
are standardized)
summary(lm(completion.input ~ HSGPA.input))
summary(lm(completion.input ~ HSGPA.input_unstandardized))
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# all factors for completion
completion.mod1 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input
+ Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step1 = step(completion.mod1, trace=0)
formula(completion.step1)
summary(completion.step1)
# Testing college.input2
completion.mod1_2 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input2 + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input
+ Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step1_2 = step(completion.mod1_2, trace=0)
formula(completion.step1_2)
summary(completion.step1_2)
#Testing college.input3
completion.mod1_3 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input3 + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input
+ Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step1_3 = step(completion.mod1_3, trace=0)
formula(completion.step1_3)
summary(completion.step1_3)
completion.step1.predict <- predict(completion.step1, type = 'response')
completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
completion.step1.conf_mat
completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(completion.step1.conf_mat)*100
completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
completion.input))
completion.asr1 <- bestglm(completion.data1, family = binomial)
completion.asr1
# pre-admissions for completion
completion.mod2 <- glm(completion.input ~ race.input + gender.input +
state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input + pell_status.input +
Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
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completion.step2 = step(completion.mod2, trace=0)
formula(completion.step2)
summary(completion.step2)
completion.step2.predict <- predict(completion.step2, type = 'response')
completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
completion.step2.conf_mat
completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(completion.step2.conf_mat)*100
completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, completion.input))
completion.asr2 <- bestglm(completion.data2, family = binomial)
completion.asr2
# HCLD + "unrelated" categories for completion
completion.mod3 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + age.input + pell_status.input +
greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input, family = binomial)
completion.step3 = step(completion.mod3, trace=0)
formula(completion.step3)
summary(completion.step3)
completion.step3.predict <- predict(completion.step3, type = 'response')
completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
completion.step3.conf_mat
completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(completion.step3.conf_mat)*100
completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, completion.input))
completion.asr3 <- bestglm(completion.data3, family = binomial)
completion.asr3
# all factors for completion within four years
FourYear_completion.mod1 <- glm(FourYear_completion.input ~ college.input
+ race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input +
age.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input +
HCLD_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
FourYear_completion.step1 = step(FourYear_completion.mod1, trace=0)
formula(FourYear_completion.step1)
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summary(FourYear_completion.step1)
FourYear_completion.step1.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.step1,
type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat)
*100
FourYear_completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input,
FTGPA.input, pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, FourYear_completion.input))
FourYear_completion.asr1 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data1, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.asr1
# pre-admissions for completion within four years
FourYear_completion.mod2 <- glm(FourYear_completion.input ~ race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
FourYear_completion.step2 = step(FourYear_completion.mod2, trace=0)
formula(FourYear_completion.step2)
summary(FourYear_completion.step2)
FourYear_completion.step2.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.step2,
type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat)
*100
FourYear_completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, FourYear_completion.input))
FourYear_completion.asr2 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data2, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.asr2
# HCLD + "unrelated" categories for completion within four years
FourYear_completion.mod3 <- glm(FourYear_completion.input ~ college.input
+ race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input, family =
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binomial)
FourYear_completion.step3 = step(FourYear_completion.mod3, trace=0)
formula(FourYear_completion.step3)
summary(FourYear_completion.step3)
FourYear_completion.step3.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.step3,
type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat)
*100
FourYear_completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
FourYear_completion.input))
FourYear_completion.asr3 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data3, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.asr3

# all factors for completion within six years
SixYear_completion.mod1 <- glm(SixYear_completion.input ~ college.input +
race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input +
age.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input +
HCLD_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
SixYear_completion.step1 = step(SixYear_completion.mod1, trace=0)
formula(SixYear_completion.step1)
summary(SixYear_completion.step1)
SixYear_completion.step1.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step1, type
= 'response')
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat)*1
00
SixYear_completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
SixYear_completion.input))
SixYear_completion.asr1 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data1, family =
binomial)
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SixYear_completion.asr1
# pre-admissions for completion within six years
SixYear_completion.mod2 <- glm(SixYear_completion.input ~ race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
SixYear_completion.step2 = step(SixYear_completion.mod2, trace=0)
formula(SixYear_completion.step2)
summary(SixYear_completion.step2)
SixYear_completion.step2.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step2, type
= 'response')
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat)*1
00
SixYear_completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, SixYear_completion.input))
SixYear_completion.asr2 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data2, family =
binomial)
SixYear_completion.asr2
# HCLD + "unrelated" categories for completion within six years
SixYear_completion.mod3 <- glm(SixYear_completion.input ~ college.input +
race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input, family =
binomial)
SixYear_completion.step3 = step(SixYear_completion.mod3, trace=0)
formula(SixYear_completion.step3)
summary(SixYear_completion.step3)
SixYear_completion.step3.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step3, type
= 'response')
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat)*1
00
SixYear_completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, SixYear_completion.input))
SixYear_completion.asr3 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data3, family =
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binomial)
SixYear_completion.asr3

# Code to Execute Logistic Regression Project (80% Fall 2008)
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load('~/Desktop/School Papers/MAT 492H/inputtrain.RData')
if(!require(bestglm))
{
install.packages("bestglm")
require(bestglm)
}
y <- inputtrain
y <- cleancode(y)
inputprocess <- matrix(NA, nrow=nrow(y), ncol=40)
college <- y[,2]
gender <- y[,3]
race <- y[,4]
state_residency <- y[,5]
HSGPA <- y[,6]
age <- y[,7]
national_residency <- y[,8]
FTload_status <- y[,9]
FTGPA <- as.numeric(levels(y[,10]))[y[,10]]
pell_status <- y[,12]
greek_status <- y[,13]
HCLD_status <- y[,14]
Comp_ACT <- y[,15]
Math_ACT <- y[,16]
Eng_ACT <- y[,17]
Read_ACT <- y[,18]
Sci_ACT <- y[,19]
LTGPA <- y[,20]
LTload_status <- y[,22]
LT_enrollment <- y[,23]
completion <- y[,24]
college.input <- inputprocess[,1:5]
gender.input <- inputprocess[,6]
race.input <- inputprocess[,7:12]
state_residency.input <- inputprocess[,13]
HSGPA.input <- inputprocess[,14]
age.input <- inputprocess[,15]
national_residency.input <- inputprocess[,16]
FTload_status.input <- inputprocess[,17]
FTGPA.input <- FTGPA*(1/4)
pell_status.input <- inputprocess[,19]
greek_status.input <- inputprocess[,20]
HCLD_status.input <- inputprocess[,21]
Comp_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,22]
Math_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,23]
Eng_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,24]
Read_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,25]
Sci_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,26]
LTGPA.input <- LTGPA*(1/4)
LTload_status.input <- inputprocess[,28]
completion.input <- inputprocess[,29]
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LT_enrollment.input <- inputprocess[,30:36]
FourYear_completion.input <- inputprocess[,37]
SixYear_completion.input <- inputprocess[,38]
college.input <- load_college(college)
college.input2 <- load_college2(college) # uses COAL
college.input3 <- load_college3(college) # no comparison
race.input <- load_race(race)
gender.input <- load_gender(gender)
state_residency.input <- load_state_residency(state_residency)
HSGPA.input <- load_HSGPA(HSGPA)
HSGPA.input_unstandardized <- load_HSGPA_unstandardized(HSGPA)
age.input <- load_age(age)
national_residency.input <- load_national_residency(national_residency)
FTload_status.input <- load_FTload_status(FTload_status)
pell_status.input <- load_pell_status(pell_status)
greek_status.input <- load_greek_status(greek_status)
HCLD_status.input <- load_HCLD_status(HCLD_status)
Comp_ACT.input <- load_Comp_ACT(Comp_ACT)
Math_ACT.input <- load_Math_ACT(Math_ACT)
Eng_ACT.input <- load_Eng_ACT(Eng_ACT)
Read_ACT.input <- load_Read_ACT(Read_ACT)
Sci_ACT.input <- load_Sci_ACT(Sci_ACT)
LTload_status.input <- load_LTload_status(LTload_status)
completion.input <- load_completion(completion)
LT_enrollment.input <- load_LT_enrollment(LT_enrollment)
FourYear_completion.input <load_FourYear_completion(LT_enrollment.input,completion.input)
SixYear_completion.input <load_SixYear_completion(LT_enrollment.input,completion.input)
# includes all factors recieved; puts them all in a data frame
data_to_analyze <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
LTload_status.input, LTGPA.input, completion.input))
# includes all factors recieved; provides an base analysis
summary(mod <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
national_residency.input + FTload_status.input + FTGPA.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input +
Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input + LTload_status.input + LTGPA.input, family = binomial))
# Testing HSGPA.input_unstandardized (proving it doesnt matter if factors
are standardized)
summary(lm(completion.input ~ HSGPA.input))
summary(lm(completion.input ~ HSGPA.input_unstandardized))
# all factors for completion
completion.mod1 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
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FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input
+ Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step1 = step(completion.mod1, trace=0)
formula(completion.step1)
summary(completion.step1)
# Testing college.input2
completion.mod1_2 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input2 + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input
+ Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step1_2 = step(completion.mod1_2, trace=0)
formula(completion.step1_2)
summary(completion.step1_2)
#Testing college.input3
completion.mod1_3 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input3 + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input
+ Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step1_3 = step(completion.mod1_3, trace=0)
formula(completion.step1_3)
summary(completion.step1_3)
completion.step1.predict <- predict(completion.step1, type = 'response')
completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
completion.step1.conf_mat
completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(completion.step1.conf_mat)*100
# completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
completion.input))
# completion.asr1 <- bestglm(completion.data1, family = binomial)
# completion.asr1
# pre-admissions for completion
completion.mod2 <- glm(completion.input ~ race.input + gender.input +
state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input + pell_status.input +
Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input + Read_ACT.input +
Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
completion.step2 = step(completion.mod2, trace=0)
formula(completion.step2)
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summary(completion.step2)
completion.step2.predict <- predict(completion.step2, type = 'response')
completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
completion.step2.conf_mat
completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(completion.step2.conf_mat)*100
# completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, completion.input))
# completion.asr2 <- bestglm(completion.data2, family = binomial)
# completion.asr2
# completion.asr2.predict <- predict(completion.asr2, type = 'response')
# completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
# completion.asr2.conf_mat
# completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
# HCLD + "unrelated" categories for completion
completion.mod3 <- glm(completion.input ~ college.input + race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + age.input + pell_status.input +
greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input, family = binomial)
completion.step3 = step(completion.mod3, trace=0)
formula(completion.step3)
summary(completion.step3)
completion.step3.predict <- predict(completion.step3, type = 'response')
completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
completion.step3.conf_mat
completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(completion.step3.conf_mat)*100
# completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, completion.input))
# completion.asr3 <- bestglm(completion.data3, family = binomial)
# completion.asr3
# completion.asr3.predict <- predict(completion.asr3, type = 'response')
# completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
# completion.asr3.conf_mat
# completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
# all factors for completion within four years
FourYear_completion.mod1 <- glm(FourYear_completion.input ~ college.input
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+ race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input +
age.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input +
HCLD_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
FourYear_completion.step1 = step(FourYear_completion.mod1, trace=0)
formula(FourYear_completion.step1)
summary(FourYear_completion.step1)
FourYear_completion.step1.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.step1,
type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat)
*100
# FourYear_completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input,
FTGPA.input, pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, FourYear_completion.input))
# FourYear_completion.asr1 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data1, family =
binomial)
# FourYear_completion.asr1
# pre-admissions for completion within four years
FourYear_completion.mod2 <- glm(FourYear_completion.input ~ race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
FourYear_completion.step2 = step(FourYear_completion.mod2, trace=0)
formula(FourYear_completion.step2)
summary(FourYear_completion.step2)
FourYear_completion.step2.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.step2,
type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat)
*100
# FourYear_completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input,
pell_status.input, Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input,
Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input, FourYear_completion.input))
# FourYear_completion.asr2 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data2, family =
binomial)
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# FourYear_completion.asr2
# FourYear_completion.asr2.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.asr2,
type = 'response')
# FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
# FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
#
FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*
100
# HCLD + "unrelated" categories for completion within four years
FourYear_completion.mod3 <- glm(FourYear_completion.input ~ college.input
+ race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.step3 = step(FourYear_completion.mod3, trace=0)
formula(FourYear_completion.step3)
summary(FourYear_completion.step3)
FourYear_completion.step3.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.step3,
type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat)
*100
# FourYear_completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
FourYear_completion.input))
# FourYear_completion.asr3 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data3, family =
binomial)
# FourYear_completion.asr3
# FourYear_completion.asr3.predict <- predict(FourYear_completion.asr3,
type = 'response')
# FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
# FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
#
FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*
100
# all factors for completion within six years
SixYear_completion.mod1 <- glm(SixYear_completion.input ~ college.input +
race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input +
age.input + FTGPA.input + pell_status.input + greek_status.input +
HCLD_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
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SixYear_completion.step1 = step(SixYear_completion.mod1, trace=0)
formula(SixYear_completion.step1)
summary(SixYear_completion.step1)
SixYear_completion.step1.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step1, type
= 'response')
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat)*1
00
# SixYear_completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input,
FTGPA.input, pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, SixYear_completion.input))
# SixYear_completion.asr1 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data1, family =
binomial)
# SixYear_completion.asr1
# pre-admissions for completion within six years
SixYear_completion.mod2 <- glm(SixYear_completion.input ~ race.input +
gender.input + state_residency.input + HSGPA.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + Comp_ACT.input + Math_ACT.input + Eng_ACT.input +
Read_ACT.input + Sci_ACT.input, family = binomial)
SixYear_completion.step2 = step(SixYear_completion.mod2, trace=0)
formula(SixYear_completion.step2)
summary(SixYear_completion.step2)
SixYear_completion.step2.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step2, type
= 'response')
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat)*1
00
# SixYear_completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input,
pell_status.input, Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input,
Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input, SixYear_completion.input))
# SixYear_completion.asr2 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data2, family =
binomial)
# SixYear_completion.asr2
# SixYear_completion.asr2.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.asr2, type
= 'response')
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# SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
# SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
#
SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*10
0
# HCLD + "unrelated" categories for completion within six years
SixYear_completion.mod3 <- glm(SixYear_completion.input ~ college.input +
race.input + gender.input + state_residency.input + age.input +
pell_status.input + greek_status.input + HCLD_status.input, family =
binomial)
SixYear_completion.step3 = step(SixYear_completion.mod3, trace=0)
formula(SixYear_completion.step3)
summary(SixYear_completion.step3)
SixYear_completion.step3.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.step3, type
= 'response')
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat)*1
00
# SixYear_completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
SixYear_completion.input))
# SixYear_completion.asr3 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data3, family =
binomial)
# SixYear_completion.asr3
# SixYear_completion.asr3.predict <- predict(SixYear_completion.asr3, type
= 'response')
# SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
# SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
#
SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100

# Code to Execute Logistic Regression Project (cross validations against
Fall 2009 testing data)
load('inputtest.RData')
if(!require(bestglm))
{
install.packages("bestglm")
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require(bestglm)
}
y <- inputtest
y <- cleancode(y)
inputprocess <- matrix(NA, nrow=nrow(y), ncol=40)
college <- y[,2]
gender <- y[,3]
race <- y[,4]
state_residency <- y[,5]
HSGPA <- y[,6]
age <- y[,7]
national_residency <- y[,8]
FTload_status <- y[,9]
FTGPA <- as.numeric(levels(y[,10]))[y[,10]]
pell_status <- y[,12]
greek_status <- y[,13]
HCLD_status <- y[,14]
Comp_ACT <- y[,15]
Math_ACT <- y[,16]
Eng_ACT <- y[,17]
Read_ACT <- y[,18]
Sci_ACT <- y[,19]
LTGPA <- y[,20]
LTload_status <- y[,22]
LT_enrollment <- y[,23]
completion <- y[,24]
college.input <- inputprocess[,1:5]
gender.input <- inputprocess[,6]
race.input <- inputprocess[,7:12]
state_residency.input <- inputprocess[,13]
HSGPA.input <- inputprocess[,14]
age.input <- inputprocess[,15]
national_residency.input <- inputprocess[,16]
FTload_status.input <- inputprocess[,17]
FTGPA.input <- FTGPA*(1/4)
pell_status.input <- inputprocess[,19]
greek_status.input <- inputprocess[,20]
HCLD_status.input <- inputprocess[,21]
Comp_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,22]
Math_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,23]
Eng_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,24]
Read_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,25]
Sci_ACT.input <- inputprocess[,26]
LTGPA.input <- LTGPA*(1/4)
LTload_status.input <- inputprocess[,28]
completion.input <- inputprocess[,29]
LT_enrollment.input <- inputprocess[,30:36]
FourYear_completion.input <- inputprocess[,37]
SixYear_completion.input <- inputprocess[,38]
college.input <- load_college(college)
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race.input <- load_race(race)
gender.input <- load_gender(gender)
state_residency.input <- load_state_residency(state_residency)
HSGPA.input <- load_HSGPA(HSGPA)
age.input <- load_age(age)
national_residency.input <- load_national_residency(national_residency)
FTload_status.input <- load_FTload_status(FTload_status)
pell_status.input <- load_pell_status(pell_status)
greek_status.input <- load_greek_status(greek_status)
HCLD_status.input <- load_HCLD_status(HCLD_status)
Comp_ACT.input <- load_Comp_ACT(Comp_ACT)
Math_ACT.input <- load_Math_ACT(Math_ACT)
Eng_ACT.input <- load_Eng_ACT(Eng_ACT)
Read_ACT.input <- load_Read_ACT(Read_ACT)
Sci_ACT.input <- load_Sci_ACT(Sci_ACT)
LTload_status.input <- load_LTload_status(LTload_status)
completion.input <- load_completion(completion)
LT_enrollment.input <- load_LT_enrollment(LT_enrollment)
FourYear_completion.input <load_FourYear_completion(LT_enrollment.input,completion.input)
SixYear_completion.input <load_SixYear_completion(LT_enrollment.input,completion.input)
inputtest_encoded <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
LTload_status.input, LTGPA.input, completion.input))
completion.step1.predict <- predict(completion.step1,inputtest_encoded,
type = 'response')
completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
completion.step1.conf_mat
completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(completion.step1.conf_mat)*100
completion.step2.predict <- predict(completion.step2,inputtest_encoded,
type = 'response')
completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
completion.step2.conf_mat
completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(completion.step2.conf_mat)*100
completion.step3.predict <- predict(completion.step3,inputtest_encoded,
type = 'response')
completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
completion.step3.conf_mat
completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(completion.step3.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.step1.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step1,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
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FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step1.conf_mat)
*100
FourYear_completion.step2.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step2,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step2.conf_mat)
*100
FourYear_completion.step3.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.step3,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.step3.conf_mat)
*100
SixYear_completion.step1.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.step1,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step1.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step1.conf_mat)*1
00
SixYear_completion.step2.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.step2,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step2.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step2.conf_mat)*1
00
SixYear_completion.step3.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.step3,inputtest_encoded, type = 'response')
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.step3.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.step3.conf_mat)*1
00
completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
completion.input))
completion.asr1 <- bestglm(completion.data1, family = binomial)
completion.asr1
completion.asr1.predict <- predict(completion.asr1$BestModel, type =
'response')
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completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
completion.asr1.conf_mat
completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, completion.input))
completion.asr2 <- bestglm(completion.data2, family = binomial)
completion.asr2
completion.asr2.predict <- predict(completion.asr2$BestModel, type =
'response')
completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
completion.asr2.conf_mat
completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, completion.input))
completion.asr3 <- bestglm(completion.data3, family = binomial)
completion.asr3
completion.asr3.predict <- predict(completion.asr3$BestModel, type =
'response')
completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(completion.input,
completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
completion.asr3.conf_mat
completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
FourYear_completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input,
FTGPA.input, pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, FourYear_completion.input))
FourYear_completion.asr1 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data1, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.asr1
FourYear_completion.asr1.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr1$BestModel, type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat)*1
00
FourYear_completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, FourYear_completion.input))
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FourYear_completion.asr2 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data2, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.asr2
FourYear_completion.asr2.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr2$BestModel, type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*1
00
FourYear_completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input,
race.input, gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input,
FourYear_completion.input))
FourYear_completion.asr3 <- bestglm(FourYear_completion.data3, family =
binomial)
FourYear_completion.asr3
FourYear_completion.asr3.predict <predict(FourYear_completion.asr3$BestModel, type = 'response')
FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(FourYear_completion.input,
FourYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(FourYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*1
00
SixYear_completion.data1 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, FTGPA.input,
pell_status.input, greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, Comp_ACT.input,
Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input, Sci_ACT.input,
SixYear_completion.input))
SixYear_completion.asr1 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data1, family =
binomial)
SixYear_completion.asr1
SixYear_completion.asr1.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr1$BestModel, type = 'response')
SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr1.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr1.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.data2 <- as.data.frame(cbind(race.input, gender.input,
state_residency.input, HSGPA.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
Comp_ACT.input, Math_ACT.input, Eng_ACT.input, Read_ACT.input,
Sci_ACT.input, SixYear_completion.input))
SixYear_completion.asr2 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data2, family =
binomial)
SixYear_completion.asr2
SixYear_completion.asr2.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr2$BestModel, type = 'response')
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SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr2.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr2.conf_mat)*100
SixYear_completion.data3 <- as.data.frame(cbind(college.input, race.input,
gender.input, state_residency.input, age.input, pell_status.input,
greek_status.input, HCLD_status.input, SixYear_completion.input))
SixYear_completion.asr3 <- bestglm(SixYear_completion.data3, family =
binomial)
SixYear_completion.asr3
SixYear_completion.asr3.predict <predict(SixYear_completion.asr3$BestModel, type = 'response')
SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat <- table(SixYear_completion.input,
SixYear_completion.asr3.predict > 0.5)
SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat
SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat/sum(SixYear_completion.asr3.conf_mat)*100
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